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Share What You Know
What makes a POEM?
Have you ever tried to write a poem? If so, you probably had to think
about what a poem is. Is it lines that rhyme? Pictures painted with
words? Toe-tapping rhythms? A poem can be all of these things—or
none of them.
ACTIVITY Poetry is everywhere—in our favorite songs, the nursery
rhymes we read as children, and even in some television commercials.
With a partner, make a list of poems that you have read or heard.
Then answer the following questions:
• Did you find poetry in any unexpected places?
• What do these poems have in common?
• How do the words create mental pictures?
• Do these poems rhyme, or have rhythm?
Once you’ve answered these questions, see if you can define a poem.

Find It
Online!
Go to thinkcentral.com
for the interactive
version of this unit.
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Included in this unit: TEKS 2A, 3A,
4, 8, 9, 14A–E, 15B, 20, 21, 26A, 28,
RC-8(A, C–F)

Preview Unit Goals
literary
analysis

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reading

• Develop strategies for reading, including visualizing,
clarifying, and setting a purpose for reading
• Paraphrase lines in poetry
• Identify treatment
• Compare treatments

writing and
grammar
listening and
speaking

Identify and analyze figurative language
Identify, analyze, and compare length and meaning of stanzas
Identify and analyze sound devices
Identify, analyze, and compare rhyme schemes
Analyze repetition in poetry
Identify and analyze rhythm and meter and their effects
Identify and analyze speaker

• Write a poem
• Use commas correctly
• Add suffixes correctly
• Organize a poetry slam

vocabulary

• Use knowledge of word roots and word origins to help
determine word meaning

academic
vocabulary

• attitude
• mental

• create
• style

• emphasis
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unit 5

Reader’s
Workshop

Appreciating Poetry
The poet Robert Frost once said that a poem “begins in delight and ends in wisdom.”
While many poems are entertaining, a poem can also have the power to change how
you see the world. Whether it follows a set pattern or bends all the rules, each poem
uses language in a new way to communicate its message.

Part 1: The Basics

Included in this workshop:
READING 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about
the structure and elements of
poetry. Compare and contrast the
relationship between the purpose
and characteristics of different poetic
forms. 8 Make inferences and draw
conclusions about how an author’s
sensory language creates imagery
in literary text. Explain the effect of
similes and extended metaphors.

What do you see when you look at a poem? One difference between a poem
and a short story is the form, or the structure of the writing. All poems are
broken up into lines. The length of each line and where it breaks, or ends,
contribute to the poem’s meaning and sound. Lines often appear in groups, or
stanzas. The stanzas work together to convey the overall message of the poem.
Some poems follow the rules of a traditional form. For example, a poem
might have a specific number of lines and stanzas or a regular pattern of rhythm
and rhyme. Other poems are unconventional, with no recognizable patterns.
A poet might even choose to use incorrect grammar or spelling to create a
particular sound or to emphasize meaning.
Just as a story has a narrator, a poem has a voice that “talks” to readers.
This voice, or speaker, is sometimes a fictional character rather than the poet.
Take a look at the following poems. Which is traditional? Which is
unconventional? Which one has a distinct speaker?

example 1

example 2

from “The Geese”

from “Street Corner Flight”

Poem by Richard Peck

Poem by Norma Landa Flores

My father was the first to hear
The passage of the geese each fall,
Passing above the house so near
He’d hear within his heart their call.

From this side . . .
of their concrete barrio
two small boys hold
fat white pigeons
trapped in their trembling hands.

And then at breakfast time he’d say:
“The geese were heading south last
night,”
For he had lain awake till day,
Feeling his earthbound soul take flight.

604

Then,
gently,
not disturbing
their powers of flight,
release them
into the air.
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model 1: traditional form
In this traditional poem, the speaker reflects on the return of night at the end
of a day. Read it aloud to help you identify the characteristics of its form.
from

Poem by Robert Louis Stevenson

When the bright lamp is carried in,
The sunless hours again begin;
O’er all without, in field and lane,
The haunted night returns again.
5

Close Read
1. How many lines are in
each stanza?
2. In the first stanza,
rhyming pairs are
highlighted. Identify
the rhyming words in
the second stanza. What
pattern do you see?

Now we behold the embers flee
About the firelit hearth; and see
Our faces painted as we pass,
Like pictures, on the window-glass.

model 2: free verse
In this unconventional poem—called a free verse poem—the poet lets the
ideas drive where each line breaks and when each stanza ends.

That
Day

5

Poem by

Just once
my father stopped on the way
into the house from work
and joined in the softball game
we were having in the street,
and attempted to play in our
game that his country had never
known.

David Kherdian
10

Play Audio

15

Just once
and the day stands out forever
in my memory
as a father’s living gesture
to his son,
that in playing even the fool
or clown, he would reveal
that the lines of their lives
were sewn from a tougher fabric
than the son had previously known.

Close Read
1. How does the form of
this poem differ from
that of “Good-Night”?
2. Notice the short lengths
of the boxed lines. What
might the poet be trying
to emphasize by isolating
and repeating this
phrase?
3. What do you learn about
the speaker of this poem?

reader’s workshop
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Part 2: Poetic Elements
Like different colors of paint or the notes on a musical scale, language can
be arranged to create a desired effect. For example, short, choppy lines can
produce a fast-paced pounding beat, while long, rhythmic lines can create a
soothing melody. Poets manipulate the words and lines in their writing, fully
conscious of how their work will sound when read aloud and how it will make
readers feel. Sound devices, imagery, and figurative language are important
tools of the trade.

sound devices
Poets choose words not only for their meaning, but also for their sounds. The
sound of a word or line can help emphasize meaning or create a musical quality.
Here are some examples of sound devices poets use.

sound devices

example

rhythm

“Afternoon on a Hill”

the pattern of stressed ( ) and
unstressed ( ) syllables in each line. A
regular pattern of rhythm is called meter.

Poem by Edna St. Vincent Millay

rhyme
the repetition of sounds at the ends of
words, as in sun and one. Rhyme scheme
is the pattern that the end-rhyming words
follow. To identify rhyme scheme, assign
a letter to each sound, as shown here.

repetition
the use of a word, phrase, line, or sound
more than once, such as the repeated
use of the phrase I will

alliteration
the repetition of consonant sounds at
the beginning of words, such as the m
in mark, must, and mine

Play Audio

I will be the gladdest thing

a

Under the sun!

b

I will touch a hundred flowers

c

And not pick one.

b

I will look at cliffs and clouds

d

With quiet eyes,
Watch the wind bow down the grass,
And the grass rise.

e
f
e

And when lights begin to show

g

Up from the town,

h

I will mark which must be mine,

i

And then start down!

h

assonance
the repetition of vowel sounds in words
that don’t end with the same consonant,
such as the ow sound in bow and down

606
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Reader’s Workshop

model 1: rhythm and rhyme
Read this traditional poem aloud, listening for its rhythm and rhyme.

Play Audio

Stopping
by

Whose woods these are I think I know.
His house is in the village, though;
He will not see me stopping here
To watch his woods fill up with snow.

Woods
on a

Snowy

5

Evening
Poem by Robert Frost

10

15

My little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near
Between the woods and frozen lake
The darkest evening of the year.
He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake.
The only other sound’s the sweep
Of easy wind and downy flake.

Close Read
1. Stressed ( ) and
unstressed ( ) syllables
are marked in the first
stanza. Read the second
stanza out loud. Does it
follow the same pattern
as the first stanza?
2. The end rhymes in
the first stanza are
highlighted. Examine
the end rhymes in the
other stanzas to figure
out the rhyme scheme.

The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.

model 2: alliteration and repetition
This unconventional poem uses alliteration and repetition to help
emphasize meaning. Make sure to read the lines all the way across.

from

Chrysalis Diary
November 13:

1. The alliteration in the
boxed line helps to
create a sense of the
caterpillar’s strong grip.
Find another example
of alliteration.

to dangle upside down
from my perch,

2. What does the
repetition in the last
line help emphasize?

to cease being a caterpillar
and I have obeyed.

3. Who is the speaker of
the poem?

Poem by Paul Fleischman

Cold told me
to fasten my feet
to this branch,
5

to shed my skin,
and I have obeyed.

Close Read

reader’s workshop
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imagery and figurative language
In addition to sound devices, poets use imagery, or language that appeals to one
or more of your senses—sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. Vivid images
help readers more clearly understand what a poet describes. In “Stopping by
Woods on a Snowy Evening,” for example, images like “the sweep / Of easy wind
and downy flake” help you visualize the scene and hear the sounds of winter.
One way poets create imagery is by using figurative language, or imaginative
descriptions that are not literally true. The following are common types of
figurative language:
• Simile: a comparison of two things using the word like or as
• Metaphor: a comparison of two things that does not include the word like or as
• Extended metaphor: a metaphor that extends over several lines, stanzas, or an
entire poem
• Personification: a description of an object, animal, or idea as if it has human
qualities and emotions
Notice how these examples of figurative language help you picture ordinary
things in new ways.

simile
The sun spun like
a tossed coin.
It whirled on the azure sky,
it clattered into the horizon,
it clicked in the slot,
and neon-lights popped
and blinked “Time expired,”
as on a parking meter.
—“Sunset”
by Oswald Mbuyiseni Mtshali

metaphor
In the pond in the park
all things are doubled:
Long buildings hang and
wriggle gently. Chimneys
are bent legs bouncing
on clouds below.
—from “Water Picture”
by May Swenson

608

Play Audio
personification
When I opened the door
I found the vine leaves
speaking among themselves in abundant
whispers.
My presence made them
hush their green breath,
embarrassed, the way
humans stand up, buttoning their jackets,
acting as if they were leaving anyway, as if
the conversation had ended
just before you arrived.
—from “Aware”
by Denise Levertov

unit 5: poetry
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Part 3: Analyze the Literature
In “Lineage,” Margaret Walker uses many different poetic elements to describe
the speaker’s admiration for her ancestors. Using what you’ve learned in this
workshop, analyze the form, sound devices, and language in this poem. Notice
how all these elements work together to communicate a powerful message.

Play Audio
Poem by Margaret Walker

5

10

My grandmothers were strong.
They followed plows and bent to toil.
They moved through fields sowing seed.
They touched earth and grain grew.
They were full of sturdiness and singing.
My grandmothers were strong.
My grandmothers are full of memories
Smelling of soap and onions and wet clay
With veins rolling roughly over quick hands
They have many clean words to say.
My grandmothers were strong.
Why am I not as they?

Close Read
1. What is traditional about
the form of this poem?

2. One example of
alliteration is boxed.
Find two more examples.

3. The poem’s first line is
repeated two more times
and helps to emphasize
an important message.
How is strength defined
in the poem?

4. Find four images that
help you picture the
grandmothers. What
sense does each image
appeal to?

5. How would you
describe the speaker of
this poem? Think about
the qualities she admires
in her grandmothers and
how she sees herself in
relation to them.

reader’s workshop
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Before Reading

Simile: Willow and Ginkgo
Poem by Eve Merriam

Introduction to Poetry
Poem by Billy Collins
VIDEO TRAILER

KEYWORD: HML8-610

How can WORDS
create pictures?
READING 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about
the structure and elements of
poetry. 8 Explain the effect of
similes and extended metaphors
in literary text. RC-8(C) Reflect
on understanding to monitor
comprehension (e.g., creating
sensory images).

Have you ever seen the movie version of a book you’ve already read?
Then you probably have had the experience of being surprised when a
character didn’t look the way you had pictured him or her. Words can
create such distinct and powerful images that what you imagine while
reading can seem as “real” as what you see. The poems you are about
to read might help you see words themselves in a fresh, new way.
QUICKWRITE Choose a photograph from a magazine. Try to think
of the way the pictured item might feel, sound, smell, or taste,
in addition to how it appears. In a brief paragraph, create a vivid
description of the image. Read your paragraph to a partner and ask
which words best help him or her picture what you’re describing.
Then show the image.

610
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Meet the Authors
poetic form: stanza
Many poems are divided into stanzas, or groupings of two or
more lines that form a unit. In poetry, a stanza serves a similar
purpose to a paragraph in prose. Stanzas may be used to
separate ideas, add emphasis, or create a certain appearance
on the page.

literary analysis: metaphor and simile
Have you ever heard an expression that didn’t mean
exactly what it said? The expression probably contained
figurative language. Figurative language consists of words
used in an imaginative way to communicate meaning beyond
their strict definitions. The following are three types of
figurative language:
• Similes use like or as to compare two unlike things. For
example: The frozen lake is like glass.
• Metaphors make comparisons without the word like or as.
For example: All the world is a stage.
• Extended metaphors extend over several lines, stanzas, or an
entire poem.
As you read the following poems, look for examples of
metaphors and similes and note how the poets use them
to create an emotional response, present vibrant images, or
express complex ideas with a few words.

reading strategy: visualize
One way to help yourself enjoy the richness of a poem is to
take the time to visualize the words, or form pictures in your
mind. To visualize, pay attention to details that help you
imagine how something looks, sounds, smells, feels, or even
tastes. Combine these details with your own knowledge and
experiences. As you read these poems, keep track of what you
visualize in a chart like the one shown.
What I Visualize

Words and Phrases That Helped

dark, jerky lines

“crude sketch”

Eve Merriam
1916–1992
Always a Poet
Eve Merriam began writing poetry when
she was about eight years old, and she never
considered any other career. “It’s like . . .
oxygen,” she said, “when I hear rhymes
and word play.” Although at times during
her life she was forced to take
other jobs, she continued
writing poetry. Her first
collection of poetry for
adults, Family Circle, won
the 1946 Yale Younger
Poets Prize. Later in her
career, Merriam focused
on writing poetry
for children.

Billy Collins
born 1941
America’s Most Popular Poet
In the United States, even the top poets can
be unknown to most of the public. Billy
Collins, however, is well known and well
loved. His rise to fame began when Collins
became a regular guest on radio programs,
where his humor and welcoming manner
won him a loyal following. He has since
become one of the best-selling poets of his
generation and regularly attracts standingroom-only crowds to his poetry readings.
When he served as the Poet Laureate of the
United States from 2001 to
2003, he created the 180
Project, which provided
high schools across the
country with poems to
be read along with daily
announcements. His goal
was to make poetry part
of everyday life for
young people.

Authors Online
Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

Go to thinkcentral.com. KEYWORD: HML8-611
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illow
and inkgo

Simile:

Play Audio

Eve Merriam

The willow is like an etching,
Fine-lined against the sky.
The ginkgo is like a crude sketch,
Hardly worthy to be signed.
5

10

15

20

The willow’s music is like a soprano,
Delicate and thin.
The ginkgo’s tune is like a chorus
With everyone joining in.
The willow is sleek as a velvet-nosed calf;
The ginkgo is leathery as an old bull.
The willow’s branches are like silken thread;
The ginkgo’s like stubby rough wool. a

unit 5: poetry
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a

The ginkgo forces its way through gray concrete;
Like a city child, it grows up in the street.
Thrust against the metal sky,
Somehow it survives and even thrives. b

METAPHOR AND
SIMILE
In lines 9–12, what
similes are used to
describe the willow?
What similes describe
the ginkgo?

The willow is like a nymph with streaming hair;
Wherever it grows, there is green and gold and fair.
The willow dips to the water,
Protected and precious, like the king’s favorite daughter.

My eyes feast upon the willow,
But my heart goes to the ginkgo.

612

What motif, or repeated
element, do you notice
in this image?

b

STANZA
Why do you think the
poet started a new
stanza at line 17?

Light –1 (1992), Atsuko Kato.
Oil on board, 100 cm × 70 cm.

2/15/09 11:14:48 AM

photo of ginkgo tree
leathery, branches like
rough wool
(can use fine art)
old art from lol is nice
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Introduction
to Poetry
billy collins

Play Audio

Wednesday 6: Rain, slowly clearing eastwards (2001), Ben McLaughlin. Oil on
board, 20.3 cm × 20.3 cm. Private collection. © Bridgeman Art Library.

I ask them to take a poem
and hold it up to the light
like a color slide
or press an ear against its hive.
5

c

c

Reread lines 1–4.
What words help you
visualize what the poet
describes? To which
senses do the details
appeal?

I say drop a mouse into a poem
and watch him probe his way out,
or walk inside the poem’s room
and feel the walls for a light switch.

10

I want them to waterski
across the surface of a poem
waving at the author’s name on the shore.
But all they want to do
is tie the poem to a chair with rope
and torture a confession out of it. d

15

614

VISUALIZE

d

METAPHOR AND
SIMILE
In lines 12–14, what
extended metaphor is
used to describe the
poem?

They begin beating it with a hose
to find out what it really means.

unit 5: poetry
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall In “Simile: Willow and Ginkgo,” which tree does the speaker think
is more beautiful?
2. Recall What does the speaker in “Introduction to Poetry” want readers
to do on the surface of a poem?

Literary Analysis
3. Visualize Review the chart you made as you read. Select two examples that
were especially effective in helping you make visualizations. What words
helped you “see” images in your mind?

READING 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about
the structure and elements of
poetry. 8 Explain the effect of
similes and extended metaphors
in literary text. RC-8(C) Reflect
on understanding to monitor
comprehension (e.g. creating
sensory images).

4. Identify Simile and Metaphor For each poem, identify as many figurative
comparisons as you can. In a chart like the one shown, list what is being
described and what it is compared to. Then identify whether the comparison
is a simile or a metaphor.
“Introduction to Poetry”
Line(s)

What Is Being
Described

What It Is
Compared To

Simile or
Metaphor

2–3

poem

color slide

simile

5. Interpret a Line Reread the last two lines of “Simile: Willow and Ginkgo.”
Why do you think the speaker’s “heart goes to the ginkgo”? Support your
answer with words and phrases from the poem.
6. Compare Stanzas Look back at the stanzas in “Introduction to Poetry.” How
are the poem’s stanzas alike? How are they different? Consider their length
as well as their content.
7. Analyze Metaphors to Interpret a Poem In the first five stanzas of
“Introduction to Poetry,” Collins uses metaphors to convey how he would
like readers to relate to a poem. In the last two stanzas, he uses an extended
metaphor to communicate what he thinks most readers want to do with a
poem. Identify the items to which Collins likens a poem in lines 1–11. Then, in
your own words, restate his message.

Extension and Challenge
8. Creative Project: Poem Write your own poem about reading poetry. Include
at least one metaphor and one simile.

How can WORDS create pictures?
Which words in the two poems created the most vivid images for you?
simile: willow and ginkgo / introduction to poetry
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Before Reading

the lesson of the moth
Poem by Don Marquis

Identity
Poem by Julio Noboa

Does
READING 4 Understand, make
inferences, and draw conclusions
about the structure and elements
of poetry. Compare and contrast
the relationship between the
purpose and characteristics of
poetic forms.

BEAUTY matter?
What is our standard of beauty? A recent study found that people
judged the beauty of strangers differently than they judged
the beauty of people they knew. With strangers, people took
into account only physical appearance. With familiar faces, the
participants considered characteristics such as intelligence, courage,
and dependability. The speakers in the poems you’re about to read
have their own ideas about beauty.
SURVEY Survey your classmates to find out what five or six
characteristics they think make someone beautiful. List the ten
answers that were given most often, and then separate them into
internal and external characteristics. According to your survey, is
beauty only skin deep?

616
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Meet the Authors
Don Marquis

poetic form: free verse
It is often said that to write poetry, you first have to learn
the rules—then you can break them. Free verse is poetry that
“breaks the rules” because it does not contain regular patterns
of rhythm or rhyme. However, writers of free verse often use
repetition and other sound devices to emphasize meaning.
As you read, notice the way the poems sound like
everyday speech.

1878–1937

Poets use line breaks, stanzas, and punctuation to help
emphasize ideas. For example, look at how the punctuation
and line and stanza breaks in the first stanza of “Identity”
affect meaning.

Talented Newsman
Don Marquis published novels and worked
as a screenwriter, but he was mainly a
newspaper writer. A daily column in the
New York Evening Sun led Marquis to create
a character called Archy the cockroach, who
helped Marquis see life from a different
perspective. “the lesson of the moth” is one
of many poems Marquis wrote in the voice
of Archy. Marquis pretended
that Archy wrote his verses
on a typewriter during
the night. Marquis
explained the lack of
capitalization in the
poems by saying that
Archy never learned to
use the shift key. Although
Marquis’s poems are mainly
remembered for their
humor, they also allowed
him to comment
on society.

Let them be as flowers,
always watered, fed, guarded, admired,
but harnessed to a pot of dirt.

Julio Noboa

literary analysis: speaker
In a poem, the voice that “talks” to the reader is called the
speaker. Readers often assume that the speaker and the poet
are the same, but this is not always true. The speaker may be a
character created by the poet. For example, the speaker in “the
lesson of the moth” is a cockroach named Archy. As you read
each poem, think about the speaker’s point of view.

reading skill: clarify meaning

In the first two lines, commas cause you to pause and linger on
words that are associated with positive feelings. However, the
third line, which ends with a period, abruptly undercuts these
comforting words. Because the stanza ends with this line, it
emphasizes that the speaker sees confinement where others
see beauty. As you study each poem, think about how the line
breaks, stanzas, and punctuation affect the way you read and
understand it. Use a graphic organizer like the one shown to
note these elements and the effects they create.
Elements

Used?

Effects

line and stanza
breaks

yes

separate positive and negative
ideas

commas
end marks (question
marks, periods, etc.)
Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

born 1949
Poet and Educator
Julio Noboa was born in the Bronx. He credits
his Puerto Rican father and a high-school
English teacher with
encouraging him to write.
Noboa wrote “Identity”
when he was in the eighth
grade. The poem was
inspired by Noboa’s feelings
after a breakup with a
girlfriend, an experience
that he says encouraged him
to think “about what’s really
important to me.” Noboa is
now a college professor.

Authors Online
Go to thinkcentral.com. KEYWORD: HML8-617

the lesson of the moth / identity
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t he
le s s o n
of
t he
m ot h

Play Audio

Don Marquis

5

10

15

i was talking to a moth
the other evening
he was trying to break into
an electric light bulb
and fry himself on the wires

What might the light
bulb symbolize?
a

why do you fellows
pull this stunt i asked him
because it is the conventional1
thing for moths or why
if that had been an uncovered
candle instead of an electric
light bulb you would
now be a small unsightly cinder 2
have you no sense b
plenty of it he answered
but at times we get tired
of using it
we get bored with the routine

a

SPEAKER
What are your first
impressions of the
speaker?

b

CLARIFY MEANING
Imagine that this stanza
was punctuated like
regular text. Where
would the punctuation
appear?

1. conventional: customary; usual; accepted.
2. cinder: a piece of burned material.

618
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image of a moth hovering
outside of a lightbulb
probably photography
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20

25

30

35

40

45

50

and crave beauty
and excitement
fire is beautiful
and we know that if we get
too close it will kill us
but what does that matter
it is better to be happy
for a moment
and be burned up with beauty
than to live a long time
and be bored all the while
so we wad all our life up
into one little roll
and then we shoot the roll
that is what life is for
it is better to be a part of beauty
for one instant and then to cease to
exist than to exist forever
and never be a part of beauty
our attitude toward life
is to come easy go easy
we are like human beings
used to be before they became
too civilized to enjoy themselves c
and before i could argue him
out of his philosophy
he went and immolated3 himself
on a patent4 cigar lighter
i do not agree with him
myself i would rather have
half the happiness and twice
the longevity 5 d
but at the same time i wish
there was something i wanted
as badly as he wanted to fry himself

c

FREE VERSE
In what ways do the
lines in this stanza
sound like the way
people really talk? In
what ways do they
sound different?

d

SPEAKER
In what way does
the speaker compare
himself to the moth?

—archy

3. immolated (GmPE-lAtdQ): killed as a sacrifice.
4. patent (pBtPnt): patented; covered by a lawful
grant that gives the inventor the exclusive right
to manufacture an item for a certain time period.
5. longevity (lJn-jDvPG-tC): length of life.
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id n t i t y
Julio Noboa
Play Audio
The Mountain (1991), Albert Herbert.
Oil on canvas, 50.8 cm × 61 cm. Private
collection. © Bridgeman Art Library.

Let them be as flowers,
always watered, fed, guarded, admired,
but harnessed to a pot of dirt.

5

10

I’d rather be a tall, ugly weed,
clinging on cliffs, like an eagle
wind-wavering above high, jagged rocks.

e

e

SPEAKER
Reread lines 1–6. How
does the speaker’s view
of himself or herself
contrast with the way
the speaker views
“them”?

To have broken through the surface of stone
to live, to feel exposed to the madness
of the vast, eternal sky.
To be swayed by the breezes of an ancient sea,
carrying my soul, my seed beyond the mountains
of time
or into the abyss1 of the bizarre.
I’d rather be unseen, and if,

15

20

then shunned2 by everyone
than to be a pleasant-smelling flower,
growing in clusters in the fertile valley
where they’re praised, handled, and plucked
by greedy, human hands. f
I’d rather smell of musty, green stench
than of sweet, fragrant lilac.
If I could stand alone, strong and free,
I’d rather be a tall, ugly weed.

f

CLARIFY MEANING
Reread lines 13–18,
paying attention to the
commas. What effect
do they have on the way
you read this stanza?

1. abyss: a seemingly bottomless space.
2. shunned: deliberately avoided; shut out.

the lesson of the moth / identity
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall According to “the lesson of the moth,” why do moths fly toward light?
2. Represent Create a sketch that shows the differences between the flower
and the weed described in “Identity.” Make sure your sketch reflects at least
two specific details from the poem.

READING 4 Understand, make
inferences, and draw conclusions
about the structure and elements
of poetry. Compare and contrast the
relationship between the purpose
and characteristics of poetic forms.

Literary Analysis
3. Make Inferences What does the speaker learn about himself in “the lesson of
the moth”? Support your response with evidence from the poem.
4. Examine Stanza In “the lesson of the moth,” how does the poet use stanzas
to help you follow the conversation between the cockroach and the moth?
5. Analyze Metaphor What kind of person does the speaker in “Identity” want
to be? What kind of person does he not want to be?
6. Clarify Meaning Refer to the charts you created as you read. For each poem,
tell whether the line breaks, the stanzas, or the punctuation did the most
to help you understand the poem’s meaning. Explain what and how that
element helped you understand.
7. Compare and Contrast Views In “the lesson of the moth,” what is the moth’s
attitude about the price of beauty? In “Identity,” what is the speaker’s attitude
about the price of beauty? Explain whether you think their views are more
similar or more different.
8. Evaluate Free Verse Use a chart like the
one shown to list examples of rhyme,
repetition, or other sound devices,
such as alliteration (the repetition of
consonant sounds at the beginning of
words). What images or ideas do these
devices emphasize?

“the lesson of
the moth”

“Identity”

Rhyme
Repetition
Sound Devices

Extension and Challenge
9.

SCIENCE CONNECTION How do the qualities of
real cockroaches and moths correspond to the poetic
creations Don Marquis presents in “the lesson of the moth”?
Research to find out about each creature’s habits and life span.
Display your findings in a poster, and be ready to explain how
the poem does—or does not—relate to reality.

Cockroach

Does BEAUTY matter?
How has reading these poems influenced your thoughts about beauty?
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Conventions in Writing
grammar in context: Use Commas Correctly
By using commas properly, you can avoid confusing your readers. When
writing a sentence that lists items in a series, insert a comma after every
item except the last one. (A series consists of three or more items.) Also
insert a comma between two or more adjectives of equal rank that modify
the same noun.
Original:

Both the moth in “the lesson of the moth” and the
speaker in “Identity” find beauty in unusual surprising
places.

Revised:

Both the moth in “the lesson of the moth” and the
speaker in “Identity” find beauty in unusual, surprising
places.

ORAL AND WRITTEN CONVENTIONS
20 Use appropriate punctuation
conventions.

PRACTICE Insert commas where needed in the following sentences.
1. The moth would rather take risks get injured and die young than be bored.
2. He thinks that the dangerous exciting heat of fire is beautiful.
3. I wouldn’t mind being unseen shunned and alone like a weed.
4. Unlike flowers, weeds are strong free and independent.

For more help with using commas correctly, see page R49 in the Grammar
Handbook.

reading-writing connection

YOUR
TURN

Continue to explore the meaning of “the lesson of the moth” and
“Identity” by responding to this prompt. Then use the revising tip
to improve your writing.

writing prompt

revising tip

Short Response: Answer the Big Question

Review your response.
Have you used commas
correctly in a series or
between adjectives of
equal rank that modify the
same noun? If not, revise.

Choose one of the “characters” from the
poems— Archy, the moth, or the speaker in
“Identity.” Write a paragraph answering the
question, “Does beauty matter?” from the
point of view of this character.

Interactive
Revision
Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-623

the lesson of the moth / identity
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Comparing
Theme

It’s all I have to bring today—
Poem by Emily Dickinson

We Alone
Poem by Alice Walker

Can you be RICH
without money?
READING 3A Analyze literary
works that share similar themes
across cultures. 4 Draw
conclusions about the elements
of poetry. RC-8(A) Establish
purposes for reading selected
texts to enhance comprehension.

If you hear that people are wealthy, you probably think they have a
lot of money. Perhaps you imagine that they own expensive things
like jewels, antiques, and designer goods. But does wealth always
have to refer to material objects? The poets whose works you are
about to read would like us to find riches in more common places.
QUICKWRITE What types of non-material things do you consider part
of your wealth? Family? Friends? Pets? With a small group, discuss
the everyday things that can lend richness to your life.
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Meet the Authors
literary analysis: recurring theme
You already know that the message of a literary work is
called the theme. When the same message is found
in different works, it is called a recurring theme. The
following poems were written in different centuries
by poets of different cultures and backgrounds, but
they express a similar idea: common things should be
considered valuable. As you read, notice how each poet
develops this recurring theme. Pay attention to
• the speaker’s feelings and beliefs
• important statements the speaker makes
• images and details that stand out
• repeated words and phrases

reading strategy: set a purpose for reading
Your purpose for reading the two poems is to compare the
way the poets communicate the recurring theme. After
you’ve read the poems once, go back and read them again.
This time, take notes in a chart like the one shown.
Recurring Theme: Common things should be considered valuable.
“It’s all I have to
bring today—”

“We Alone”

What strong feelings
or beliefs does the
speaker express?
Which images and
details stand out?
Which words
and phrases are
repeated?

Emily Dickinson
1830–1886
An Unsung Talent
In 1862, Emily Dickinson read an
announcement in a magazine asking for
the work of new poets. Dickinson sent
several of her poems to the editor, asking
him if her work “breathed.” The
editor thought she had talent,
but he didn’t like her use of
rhythm, and he asked her to
correct her punctuation and
capitalization. Dickinson
chose to keep her poems
in a box, unchanged. After
she died, her sister found this
wealth of poems and had them
published. Dickinson is now
considered one of America’s
greatest poets.

Alice Walker
born 1944
Ground-Breaker
Alice Walker was born in a small town in
Georgia where her part-Cherokee mother
and African-American father worked as
tenant farmers. Although the family did not
have much money, Walker’s parents made
sure there were always books in the
house. Walker began writing
at around age eight. She
also made up many stories
that she never put on
paper, because she feared
her brothers might find
them and make fun of
her. Today, Walker is a
world-renowned author.
She was the first AfricanAmerican woman to
win the Pulitzer
Prize in fiction.

Authors Online
Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

Go to thinkcentral.com. KEYWORD: HML8-625
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It’s all
I have
to bring
today—

Play Audio

Emily Dickinson

5

It’s all I have to bring today—
This, and my heart beside—
This, and my heart, and all the fields—
And all the meadows wide—
Be sure you count—should I forget
Some one the sum could tell—
This, and my heart, and all the Bees
Which in the Clover dwell. a

How might you feel if
you were in the setting
depicted in this picture?

a

RECURRING THEME
What images of nature
do you find in the poem?
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e

lone

Alice Walker
A

Play Audio

5

10

We alone can devalue gold
by not caring
if it falls or rises
in the marketplace.
Wherever there is gold
there is a chain, you know,
and if your chain
is gold
so much the worse
for you. b

To what objects does the
light draw attention?

b

How does the speaker
feel about the value
of gold?

Feathers, shells
and sea-shaped stones
are all as rare.

15

This could be our revolution:
To love what is plentiful
as much as
what is scarce. c

RECURRING THEME

c

RECURRING THEME
Reread lines 14–17 and
paraphrase the speaker’s
statement.
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall In “It’s all I have to bring today—,” what does the speaker bring?
2. Recall According to the speaker in “We Alone,” how can people decrease the
value of gold?
3. Recall In “We Alone,” what items in nature are as rare as gold?

Literary Analysis

READING 3A Analyze literary
works that share similar themes
across cultures. 4 Draw conclusions
about the elements of poetry.
RC-8(A) Establish purposes for
reading selected texts to enhance
comprehension.

4. Visualize What mental pictures did you create as you read “It’s all I have to
bring today—”? Describe how you visualized the speaker, the setting, and
the situation in this poem.
5. Interpret Poetry In “It’s all I have to bring today—,” the word this is repeated
in lines 2, 3, and 7. What do you think this might refer to—the speaker, the
poem, or something else? Support your ideas.
6. Analyze Symbol A symbol is a person, place, or thing that stands for
something beyond itself. In “We Alone,” what ideas does the chain represent?
Support your response.
7. Draw Conclusions Reread the last stanza of “We Alone.” What are some
“plentiful” things that we should love as much as or more than the scarce things?
8. Evaluate Which poem more clearly expresses the theme that common things
should be considered valuable? Support your answer with details.

Comparing Theme
9. Set a Purpose for Reading Now that you’ve read both poems, finish filling in
your chart. Then start thinking about the similarities and differences in how
the poems express the theme.
Recurring Theme: Common things in life should be considered valuable.

What strong feelings
or beliefs does the
speaker express?

“It’s all I have to bring
today—”

“We Alone”

She offers only her heart
and nature’s beauty.

The worth of gold is
determined by people.

Which images and
details stand out?
Which words and
phrases are repeated?

Can you be RICH without money?
Do you think the speakers of these poems feel wealthy? Explain your answer.
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Comparing Theme
TEKS 3A, 17A

Writing for Assessment
1. read the prompt
You’ve just read two poems that express similar ideas about wealth. In writing
assessments, you will often be asked to compare literary selections that differ
in some ways but share a recurring theme.

“It’s all I have to bring today—” and “We Alone”
express this theme: common things should be
considered valuable. In four or five paragraphs,
compare and contrast how this theme is expressed
in the poems. Focus on the speakers, images, and
use of repetition in each poem. Support your
judgments with references to both texts.

strategies in action
1. I should make sure I understand how
each poem expresses the message.
2. I need to identify the similarities
and differences in how the poems
develop the message.
3. I must support my ideas using
quotations from the poems.

2. plan your writing
Review your chart, thinking about the way each poem conveys
the theme. Make sure you can cite words and phrases to support
your notes. Then think about how you will set up your response.
• Option A: In one paragraph, describe how the recurring theme
is developed in the first poem; in the next paragraph, describe
how this theme is developed in the second poem; in a third
paragraph, discuss similarities and differences in how the
poems develop the theme.

I. Introduce po
ems and
thesis statemen
t
II. How Emily Di
ckinson
develops theme
III. How Alice W
alker
develops theme
IV. Compare an
d
contrast elemen
ts
V. Conclusion

• Option B: In one paragraph, compare how the speakers
contribute to the theme; in a second paragraph, compare the use
of imagery; in a third paragraph, compare the use of repetition.
Now, outline your essay. Then write a thesis statement that describes your main idea.

3.

draft your response
Introduction Include the titles and the poets’ names. State the theme and
your thesis.
Body Using your outline and the details in your chart, describe how each poem
develops the recurring theme. Include details from the poems to support your ideas.
Conclusion End your essay by restating the recurring theme and your thesis.
Include a final thought about why this theme is important.
Revision Make sure the poem details you cite truly support your ideas.
Gather additional support from the poems if necessary.

it’s all i have to bring today— / we alone
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Before Reading

Speech to the Young
Speech to the Progress-Toward
Poem by Gwendolyn Brooks

Mother to Son
Poem by Langston Hughes

What is good

ADVICE?
READING 4 Make inferences and
draw conclusions about the
structure and elements of poetry.
Compare and contrast the
relationship between the purpose
and characteristics of different
poetic forms. RC-8(D) Make complex
inferences about text.

Suggestions about how to improve your grades or how to approach
the new guy at school can be welcome, but how do you know if it’s
good advice? Sometimes it depends on who gives it. Is it someone
who has been there and learned from his or her own experience? Is it
someone who cares about you or has a stake in the outcome? In the
two poems you are about to read, the speakers share what they have
learned with a younger generation.
DISCUSS Imagine you need to bring up your grade in science class.
In a small group, brainstorm a list of three people you would ask for
advice on how to improve your study habits and grade, and tell why
you consider these people a good source for advice.

632
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Meet the Authors
Gwendolyn Brooks

poetic form: lyric poetry
If you’re a poet and you want to share your deepest
feelings on a topic such as love, death, or the power of
nature, what kind of poem would you write? A good
choice would be a lyric poem. The purpose of a lyric
poem is to express personal thoughts and feelings. To
achieve this purpose, lyric poems have the following
characteristics. They
• are short
• have a single speaker who expresses personal
thoughts and feelings
• focus on a single, strong idea

literary analysis: sound devices
Writers use sound devices to create a musical quality
and to call attention to certain words. Alliteration is the
repetition of consonant sounds at the beginning of words.
Notice the repeated w sound in the following example:
When the wind whispers
Another sound device based on repetition is assonance, in
which a vowel sound is repeated in two or more syllables.
Poetry is old, ancient, goes back far.
As you read the following poems, notice the alliteration
and assonance, and think about the effect of these
sound devices.

reading skill: make inferences
As you try to understand the speakers and the advice they
give in these two poems, look for clues that hint at their
experiences, attitudes, and personality. Combine these
clues with your own knowledge or experience to make
inferences, logical guesses about what the poet doesn’t
state directly. Use inference equations like the one shown
to record your inferences about the speakers.
The title of the
poem is “Speech
to the Young.”

Older people like

+ to give advice.

1917–2000
Young Talent
As a budding young poet, Gwendolyn Brooks
went to hear Langston Hughes give a speech
at her church. Brooks’s mother insisted that
she show some of her work to
Hughes. He read her poems
on the spot and told her she
had talent. “That did mean a
lot to a sixteen-year-old girl,”
Brooks later said. Brooks
went on to achieve great fame
as a poet. She used her own
money to fund literary awards
for young writers.

Langston Hughes
1902–1967
World Traveler
Langston Hughes was voted “class poet”
at his high school in Cleveland, Ohio. After
graduation, Hughes visited his father,
who was living in Mexico. During the trip,
Hughes wrote “The Negro Speaks of Rivers.”
It remains one of his best-known works.
Hughes continued to see the world, traveling
extensively in Africa and Europe. The poetry
he sent home helped build his literary
reputation. Hughes described the people he
wrote about as “beaten and baffled,
but determined not to be
wholly beaten.” Some AfricanAmerican critics disapproved
of his choice of subject matter,
but Hughes felt that “the
masses of our people had as
much in their lives to
put into books as
did those more
fortunate ones.”

Speaker is an

= older person.

Authors Online
Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

Go to thinkcentral.com. KEYWORD: HML8-633
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Play Audio

(Among them Nora and Henry III)
Gwendolyn Brooks

5

10

Say to them,
say to the down-keepers,
the sun-slappers,
the self-soilers,
the harmony-hushers,
“Even if you are not ready for day
it cannot always be night.”
You will be right.
For that is the hard home-run. a
Live not for battles won.
Live not for the-end-of-the-song.
Live in the along. b

What can you infer
about the relationship
between the girl and the
woman in the picture?

a

SOUND DEVICES
How many examples of
alliteration can you find
in the first stanza?

b

MAKE INFERENCES
What attitude does the
speaker express in lines
10–12?
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Langston Hughes
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5
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636

Well, son, I’ll tell you:
Life for me ain’t been no crystal stair.
It’s had tacks in it,
And splinters,
And boards torn up,
And places with no carpet on the floor—
Bare.
But all the time
I’se been a-climbin’ on,
And reachin’ landin’s,
And turnin’ corners,
And sometimes goin’ in the dark
Where there ain’t been no light.
So boy, don’t you turn back. c
Don’t you set down on the steps
’Cause you finds it’s kinder hard.
Don’t you fall now—
For I’se still goin’, honey,
I’se still climbin’,
And life for me ain’t been no crystal stair.

Lady, Ernest Crichlow. Etching, 22˝ × 18˝. Photo by Maureen Turci, Mojo Portfolio.
Courtesy of the Estate of Ernest Crichlow.

What personality traits
would you expect the
woman in the painting
to have?

c

SOUND DEVICES
Notice the assonance
created by the use of
the long o sound in
lines 12–14. What words
contain this sound?

d

d

LYRIC POETRY
What is the main idea
the speaker is expressing
about her life?
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall In “Speech to the Young,” what does the speaker tell the young to say?
2. Recall What two things does the speaker in “Speech to the Young” say we
should not live for?
3. Represent Create a sketch of the stairway described by the speaker in
“Mother to Son.”

Literary Analysis

READING 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about
the structure and elements of
poetry. Compare and contrast the
relationship between the purpose
and characteristics of different
poetic forms. RC-8(D) Make
complex inferences about text.

4. Interpret Meaning What does the speaker in “Speech to the Young” mean
by “Even if you are not ready for the day/it cannot always be night”?
5. Examine Dialect In “Mother to Son,” words such as ain’t and kinder are examples
of dialect, the particular way language is used in a certain place or by a certain
group of people. Dialect is an important element of Langston Hughes’s style.
What does Hughes’s use of dialect help you to understand about the speaker?
6. Identify Figurative Language What metaphor is used throughout
“Mother to Son”? What does it tell you about the mother’s life and how
she has responded to it?
7. Make Inferences About the Speakers In your own words, describe how you
picture the speaker in each poem. Use the inference equations you made as
you read to help you.
8. Analyze Sound Devices For each poem, use a chart like the one shown
to record the instances of alliteration and assonance. Which poem makes
greater use of these sound devices?
“Speech to the Young ”
Alliteration

Assonance

say/sun-slappers/self-soilers

9. Analyze Lyric Poetry Review the relationship between the purpose and
characteristics of lyric poems on page 633. Next, think about each poet’s
message. Then explain why each poet’s choice to use a lyric poem as his or
her form was an appropriate one.

Extension and Challenge
10. Creative Project: Poetry Write a short poem in which the speaker explains a
lesson learned from life.

What is good ADVICE?
Which speaker’s advice do you think is best? Why?
speech to the young . . . / mother to son
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Before Reading

On the Grasshopper and Cricket
Poem by John Keats

Ode on Solitude
Poem by Alexander Pope
VIDEO TRAILER

KEYWORD: HML8-638

When does

FORM matter?
READING 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about
the structure and elements of
poetry. Compare and contrast
the relationship between the
purpose and characteristics of
different poetic forms. RC-8(E)
Paraphrase texts.

“Bend from the waist.” “Lift your chin.” “Hold your arms like this.”
Learning almost any new skill—swinging a bat or a tennis racket,
swimming and diving, cartwheeling or dancing—involves learning
form. In the poems you are about to read, two of the most wellrespected poets in the English language use traditional poetic forms
to create meaning.
1. Ballroom da
ncing
LIST IT Make a list of activities that involve
2. Baseball
form. Rank them in order of which requires the
3. Writing
most attention to form.
4. Painting

638
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Meet the Authors
poetic form: traditional forms
The poems that follow are examples of two traditional forms,
or types. Both are lyric poems, or short poems in which a
speaker expresses personal thoughts and feelings.
• “On the Grasshopper and Cricket” is a sonnet—a lyric poem
with 14 lines and regular patterns of rhyme and rhythm.
• “Ode on Solitude” is an ode, a type of lyric poem that
characteristically deals with an important topic.

literary analysis: rhyme scheme
Rhyme scheme is the pattern of rhyming words at the ends of
a poem’s lines. You can use letters to identify rhyme scheme.
Write the letter a next to the first rhyming word and all words
that rhyme with it. Then write the letter b next to the second
rhyming word and the words that rhyme with it, and so on.
Happy the man, whose wish and care
A few paternal acres bound ,
Content to breathe his native air
In his own ground.

a
b
a
b

The letter a identifies all the words at the ends of lines that
rhyme with care. The letter b indicates all the words that rhyme
with bound. After your first reading of each of these poems,
read it a second time and note the rhyme scheme in a chart.
“On the Grasshopper and Cricket”
Line
1

Rhyme Scheme
a

2

reading strategy: paraphrase
Since these poems use language in a way that is seldom heard
today, they can be challenging to read. One good way to make
sure you understand a poem is to paraphrase it, or restate it in
your own words.
As you read the poems, look for punctuation marks that
show where a thought begins and ends. Then check your
understanding by paraphrasing the idea. If you still find a thought
difficult to “translate,” reread the lines slowly and use the context
and a dictionary to decode important words you don’t know.

John Keats
1795–1821
A Short, Creative Life
John Keats lost both parents when he was
a child. His guardian wanted him to be a
doctor, but when Keats went to London to
study, he met a group of young writers and
abandoned medicine for poetry. He was
remarkably creative, writing four of his most
famous poems in a single month. In 1818,
Keats’s brother died of tuberculosis. The
following year, Keats began to
show the same symptoms
and soon became too ill
to write. He died at the
age of 25. In his threeyear writing career, Keats
created a body of work
whose quality is greater
than that of Shakespeare
or Wordsworth at the
same age.

Alexander Pope
1688–1744
Living on Poetry
Alexander Pope suffered from poor health
his whole life. In addition, he was Catholic,
which at that time meant that he could not
attend a university. None of this stopped
him from his studies. Pope mostly educated
himself, learning Latin and Greek. His
translations were so successful they
made Pope the first English
poet able to live off of his
work. He is famous for his
poetry, essays, and satires.
Lines from his essays—such
as “To err is human, to
forgive, divine”—have
become part of the
English language.

Authors Online
Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

Go to thinkcentral.com. KEYWORD: HML8-639
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ON THE

Grasshopper
Cr icket
AND

John Keats

Play Audio

5

10

The poetry of earth is never dead:
When all the birds are faint with the hot sun,
And hide in cooling trees, a voice will run
From hedge to hedge about the new-mown mead; a
That is the Grasshopper’s—he takes the lead
In summer luxury,—he has never done
With his delights; for when tired out with fun
He rests at ease beneath some pleasant weed.
The poetry of earth is ceasing never:
On a lone winter evening, when the frost
Has wrought1 a silence, from the stove there shrills
The Cricket’s song, in warmth increasing ever,
And seems to one in drowsiness half lost,
The Grasshopper’s among some grassy hills. b

a

RHYME SCHEME
How would you describe
the rhyme scheme in
lines 1–4? Note that
mead is a shortened
form of meadow, so is
pronounced med.

b

PARAPHRASE
How would you
paraphrase lines 10–12?
Now read lines 13–14.
What does the cricket’s
song remind the
speaker of?

What mood does this
image suggest?

1. wrought (rôt): made; produced.
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grasshopper
grasshopper among grassy hills
grasshopper in freshly mown grass
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Ode on

Solitude
Alexander Pope

Barn at Cove, Oregon (2005), Gary Ernest Smith. Oil on canvas, 30˝ × 40˝.

Play Audio

Happy the man whose wish and care
A few paternal1 acres bound,
Content to breathe his native 2 air,
In his own ground.
5

10

15

20

Whose herds with milk, whose fields with bread,
Whose flocks supply him with attire,
Whose trees in summer yield him shade,
In winter fire. c
Blest, who can unconcern’dly find
Hours, days, and years slide soft away,
In health of body, peace of mind,
Quiet by day,
Sound sleep by night; study and ease,
Together mixt; sweet recreation;
And Innocence, which most does please
With meditation.
Thus let me live, unseen, unknown,
Thus unlamented3 let me die,
Steal from the world, and not a stone
Tell where I lie. d

c

PARAPHRASE
In the second stanza,
what do the speaker’s
herds, fields, flocks, and
trees provide for him?

TEKS 4

d

TRADITIONAL
FORMS
Odes are usually written
in a serious tone, or
attitude toward a subject.
The poet may praise
nature or an abstract
quality, or pay tribute to
a person or event. Which
words and phrases in
lines 17–20 reflect Pope’s
serious attitude toward
his subject?

1. paternal (pE-tûrPnEl): received from a father.
2. native: being one’s own because of one’s birthplace.
3. unlamented (On-lE-mDntPDd): not missed; not mourned for.
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall In “On the Grasshopper and Cricket,” which insect represents
summer? Which insect represents winter?
READING 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about
the structure and elements of
poetry. Compare and contrast
the relationship between the
purpose and characteristics of
different poetic forms. RC-8(E)
Paraphrase texts.

2. Recall Name three of the things that, according to the speaker in
“Ode on Solitude,” make man happy.

Literary Analysis
3. Examine Imagery You
remember that imagery
consists of words or phrases
that appeal to the senses.
Use a web to record imagery
from “On the Grasshopper
and Cricket.” To which
senses does the poet appeal?

smell
taste

hearing
“On the Grasshopper
and Cricket”
touch

sight

hot sun

4. Identify Soft Rhyme Sometimes a poet cannot find words that fit a
poem’s rhyme scheme and express the correct meaning. In such a case,
a poet might use a soft rhyme, words that share one or more sounds
but do not actually rhyme. What example of a soft rhyme do you find in
“Ode on Solitude”?
5. Paraphrase Poetry Choose two especially challenging lines from
each poem and “translate” them in your own words. What does each
paraphase help you to understand about the poem?
6. Understand Traditional Forms According to the bulleted definitions on
page 639, what purpose and characteristics of its form does each poem
show?
7. Compare and Contrast Rhyme Scheme Look back at the chart you made
for each poem’s rhyme scheme. Which poem’s rhyme scheme is more
complex? Explain.

Extension and Challenge
8. Readers’ Circle Alexander Pope wrote the first draft of “Ode on
Solitude” around 1700. How do you think the speaker’s idea of
happiness might be different if the poem were rewritten today?
Explain.

When does FORM matter?
Which of these poems seems more influenced by its form? Explain why.

on the grasshopper and cricket / ode on solitude
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Before Reading

One More Round
Poem by Maya Angelou

Not My Bones
Poem by Marilyn Nelson

When do you feel
most FREE?
READING 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about the
structure and elements of poetry.

Riding a skateboard or a bike or a horse makes many people feel
physically free. Reading a book can liberate the mind to explore the
universe. Watching fireworks on the Fourth of July might remind us
that we live in a country of many freedoms. The following poems
convey the feelings of those who have found freedom at long last.
QUICKWRITE When have you felt most free? Think of two or three
times and either describe them or sketch them in your journal. Try to
explain why these situations gave you a sense of freedom.

644
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Meet the Authors
Maya Angelou

literary analyis: word choice
To express complicated thoughts and feelings in just a few lines,
poets must make every word count. So a poet’s word choice,
or use of words, is particularly important. For example, in “Not
My Bones,” Marilyn Nelson writes, “the soul runs free. It roams
the night sky’s mute geometry.” Why did she choose these
words when she could have written, “The soul flies among the
stars in the sky”? Perhaps because the words mute geometry
suggest a quiet order to the universe.
As you read each poem, look for similarly interesting, unusual,
or striking words, and consider why the poet might have chosen
them. Record your thoughts on a chart like the one shown.
Striking Words

Why Poet Might Have Chosen

mute geometry

to suggest a quiet, planned universe

born 1928
Silence to Star
At the age of seven, Maya Angelou went
through a difficult time and stopped talking
for five years. A family friend not only taught
her the importance of the spoken word but
also encouraged her to write. Since
then, Angelou has written
poetry, autobiographies,
plays, screenplays,
children’s books, and even
a cookbook. As her fame
has grown, she has become
an important public figure,
mixing with presidents,
television and movie stars, and
other internationally
recognized artists.

reading strategy: read poetry
One way poems can make an impact is through their use
of repetition, a technique in which a sound, word, phrase, or
line is repeated to emphasize an important idea or to create a
pattern throughout the poem. Repetition also helps to reinforce
meaning and to create an appealing rhythm. For example, look
at the first lines of “Not My Bones”:
I was not this body,
I was not these bones.
By repeating I was not, the speaker emphasizes her strong
feelings. Try reading the poems aloud to get a better sense
of how repetition helps create meaning and rhythm.

vocabulary in context
The following words help poet Marilyn Nelson explain how
an enslaved person can find freedom. To see how many you
know, use the words to complete the sentences.

word
list

converge

cosmic

essential

incarnation

1. Abolitionist groups ____ to fight slavery.

Marilyn Nelson
born 1946
Early Promise
Marilyn Nelson’s sixth-grade teacher
predicted that she would become a famous
writer. The teacher was right. Nelson’s
books of poetry have won many awards,
including the Newbery Honor. The poem
“Not My Bones” comes from Fortune’s Bones:
The Manumission Requiem, which Nelson
wrote to honor the memory of Fortune, an
enslaved person who died in 1798. She was
commissioned to write the book
by the Mattatuck Museum
in Connecticut after the
descendents of Fortune’s
owners donated his skeleton
to the institution. Nelson
has said she is motivated
by the desire “to talk about
finding pride . . . in people
who triumphed over
slavery.”

2. Some believe that each soul has more than one ____.
3. Freedom of speech is ____ to a democracy.
4. Astronomers’ work is to understand the ____ order.
Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

Authors Online
Go to thinkcentral.com. KEYWORD: HML8-645

one more round / not my bones
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One More

Round
Maya Angelou

Play Audio

5

There ain’t no pay beneath the sun
As sweet as rest when a job’s well done.
I was born to work up to my grave
But I was not born
To be a slave.
One more round
And let’s heave it down,
One more round
And let’s heave it down.

10

15

20

Papa drove steel and Momma stood guard,
I never heard them holler ’cause the work was hard.
They were born to work up to their graves
But they were not born
To be worked-out slaves. a
One more round
And let’s heave it down,
One more round
And let’s heave it down.

a

WORD CHOICE
Reread the third stanza.
What words stand out
to you? Note what these
words and phrases make
you think of and then
add them to your chart.

Brothers and sisters know the daily grind,1
It was not labor made them lose their minds.
They were born to work up to their graves
But they were not born
To be worked-out slaves.

1. grind: a labor-intensive routine.
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Aspiration (1936), Aaron Douglas. Oil on canvas, 60˝ × 60˝. © Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco.

25

30

One more round
And let’s heave it down,
One more round
And let’s heave it down.

What symbols do you
see in this painting?

And now I’ll tell you my Golden Rule,2
I was born to work but I ain’t no mule.
I was born to work up to my grave
But I was not born
To be a slave.
b

35

One more round
And let’s heave it down,
One more round
And let’s heave it down.

b

READ POETRY
This poem is modeled
after songs workers
sang as they labored.
What stanzas remind
you of a song?

2. Golden Rule: the biblical teaching that one should behave towards
others as one wants others to behave towards oneself.

one more round
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NotMy

Bones
Marilyn Nelson

Play Audio

Fortune (2001), William B. Westwood.

5

© William B. Westwood.
I was not this body,
I was not these bones.
This skeleton was just my
temporary home.
converge (kEn-vûrjP) v. to
Elementary molecules1 converged for a breath,
come
together in one
then danced on beyond my individual death.
place;
meet
And I am not my body,
I am not my body.
incarnation

(GnQ-kär-nAP-shEn) n. a
10

15

We are brief incarnations,
we are clouds in clothes.
We are water respirators,
we are how earth knows.
I bore2 light passed on from an original flame;
while it was in my hands it was called by my name.
But I am not my body,
I am not my body. c

bodily form
c

WORD CHOICE
Reread lines 3–6. What
are they saying about
our physical bodies?
What words in lines 9–14
suggest the same ideas?
Add these to your chart.

1. elementary molecules: the smallest, most basic particles of
substances.
2. bore: carried; transported.
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TEKS RC–8(E)

20

25

30

35

40

45

You can own a man’s body,
but you can’t own his mind.
That’s like making a bridle
to ride on the wind.
I will tell you one thing, and I’ll tell you true:
Life’s the best thing that can happen to you.
But you are not your body,
you are not your body. d

d

You can own someone’s body,
but the soul runs free.
It roams the night sky’s
mute geometry.
You can murder hope, you can pound faith flat,
but like weeds and wildf lowers, they grow right back.
For you are not your body,
you are not your body.
You are not your body,
you are not your bones.
What’s essential about you
is what can’t be owned.
What’s essential in you is your longing to raise
your itty-bitty voice in the cosmic praise.
For you are not your body,
you are not your body.
Well, I woke up this morning just so glad to be free,
glad to be free, glad to be free.
I woke up this morning in restful peace.
For I am not my body,
I am not my bones.
I am not my body,
glory hallelujah, not my bones,
I am not my bones. e

PARAPHRASE

One way to make sure
you understand a
poem is to paraphrase
it, or restate it in
your own words. You
can also check your
understanding of poems
that have similar ideas
by looking for words
and phrases that have
similar meanings. First,
reread lines 17–24 and
paraphrase them. Then,
reread lines 1–5 of “One
More Round” on page
646 and paraphrase
them. What is the
similarity between the
ideas presented in these
two poems?
essential (G-sDnPshEl) adj.
having the qualities that
give something its true
identity
cosmic (kJzPmik) adj.
universal; infinitely large

e

READ POETRY

What lines in this poem
have been most often
repeated?

not my bones

649

After Reading

Comprehension
1 Recall In “One More Round,” what is the speaker’s “Golden Rule”?
2. Recall According to the speaker in “Not My Bones,” what happens
when hope is murdered and faith is pounded flat?

READING 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about the
structure and elements of poetry.

Literary Analysis
3. Interpret Poetry Using a word
web like the one shown, note
important phrases about work
parents
associated with the people
mentioned in “One More
“drove steel”
Round.” What distinction
does the speaker draw
between work and slavery?

“I ain’t
no mule.”
speaker
Work
siblings

4. Make Inferences Why does the speaker in “Not My Bones” feel that a
person’s mind and soul cannot be owned?
5. Analyze Repetition For each poem, identify the two phrases or sections
that are repeated most frequently. How do these repeated words contribute
to the poems’ meaning?
6. Compare Word Choice Review the charts you made as you read the poems.
Make a generalization, or overall statement, about each poet’s word choice.
What is different about the words chosen for each poem?
7. Draw Conclusions Do you think the people mentioned in “One More Round”
would agree with the speaker of “Not My Bones” that “you are not your
body”? Explain why or why not.

Extension and Challenge
8. Creative Project: Music Work with a small group to create a song from “One
More Round.” Practice reading the poem aloud, using desks, pencils, or other
classroom materials as drums to keep the rhythm. Perform your piece for
the class.

When do you feel most FREE?
Which poem’s theme do you think conveys a greater sense of freedom?
Support your response with details from the poem.
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Vocabulary in Context
vocabulary practice
converge

Choose the letter of the word that means the same, or nearly the same,
as the boldfaced word.

cosmic

1. two streams converge: (a) rise, (b) separate, (c) meet, (d) flow

essential

2. cosmic ideas: (a) fascinating, (b) universal, (c) mistaken, (d) weird
3. essential elements: (a) dissimilar, (b) toxic, (c) similar, (d) basic

incarnation

4. a brief incarnation: (a) meeting, (b) lifetime, (c) quarrel, (d) vacation

academic vocabulary in writing
• attitude

• create

• emphasis

• mental

• style

Both of the speakers of the poems you have read have strong opinions on
what freedom means. Write a paragraph about one speaker’s attitude
toward freedom. Use at least one of the Academic Vocabulary words in
your response.

READING 2A Determine the meaning
of grade-level academic English words
derived from Latin roots.

vocabulary strategy: the latin root carn
The vocabulary word incarnation comes from the Latin root carn,
which means “flesh.” Carn (combined with other word parts) appears
in a number of English words. To determine the meaning of a word
that contains this root, use context clues—the words and sentences
around the word—as well as your knowledge of the root’s meaning.

carnage

carnivore

carn
carnassial

PRACTICE Choose the word from the web that best completes each
sentence. Be ready to explain how the root carn helps to give each
word its meaning.
1. Tyrannosaurus Rex was a huge ____ that devoured other dinosaurs.

carnivorous

2. The wolf is a ____ mammal that lives and hunts in a pack.

Interactive
Vocabulary

3. Drunk drivers cause ____ on U.S. highways.

Go to thinkcentral.com.

4. Molars are ____ teeth, because they are adapted for chewing meat.

KEYWORD: HML8-651

one more round / not my bones
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Fortune’s Bones

Reading for
Information
NotMy

Bones

20

25

B. Westwood.
Fortune (2001), William
© William B. Westwood.

I was not this body,
I was not these bones.
This skeleton was just my
temporary home.
1
for a breath,
Elementary molecules converged
individual death.
then danced on beyond my
And I am not my body,
I am not my body.

converge (kEn-vûrjP) v. to
come together in one
place; meet
incarnation

(GnQ-kär-nAP-shEn) n. a

bodily form

We are brief incarnations,
we are clouds in clothes.
We are water respirators,
we are how earth knows.
an original flame;
I bore2 light passed on from
it was called by my name.
while it was in my hands
body,
15 But I am not my
I am not my body. c

10

648

The poem “Not My Bones” was inspired by the real life of Fortune,
an enslaved person. Now learn more about this man and about
what happened to his bones after he died.

You can own a man’s body,
but you can’t own his mind.
That’s like making a bridle
to ride on the wind.
and I’ll tell you true:
I will tell you one thing,
happen to you.
Life’s the best thing that can

30

the smallest, most basic
1. elementary molecules:
substances.
2. bore: carried; transported.

What’s the Connection?

But you are not your body,
you are not your body.

Marilyn Nelson

5

Book Excerpt

c

WORD CHOICE
Reread lines 3–6. What
are they saying about
our physical bodies?
What words in lines 9–14
suggest the same ideas?
Add these to your chart.

You can own someone’s body,
but the soul runs free.
It roams the night sky’s
mute geometry.
can pound faith flat,
You can murder hope, you
lowers, they grow right back.
but like weeds and wildf
For you are not your body,
you are not your body.

35

You are not your body,
you are not your bones.
What’s essential about you
is what can’t be owned.
your longing to raise
What’s essential in you is
cosmic praise.
your itty-bitty voice in the
For you are not your body,
you are not your body.

essential (G-sDnPshEl) adj.
having the qualities that
give something its true
identity

cosmic (kJzPmik) adj.
universal; infinitely large

40

just so glad to be free,
Well, I woke up this morning
free.
glad to be free, glad to be
restful peace.
I woke up this morning in
For I am not my body,
45 I am not my bones.
I am not my body,
glory hallelujah, not my bones,
I am not my bones. d

d

READ POETRY
What lines in this poem
have been most often
repeated?

particles of

not my bones
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Use with “Not My Bones,”
page 648.

READING 9 Analyze works
written on the same topic and
compare how the authors
achieved similar or different
purposes. RC-8(F) Make
intertextual links among and
across texts.

Skill Focus: Identify Treatment

649

Three writers know they have to write about the first day of middle
school. One writer writes a funny newspaper column about an
embarrassing moment she had when she started sixth grade.
Another writer describes the first day of sixth grade in a letter to his
grandmother. A third writer creates an e-mail that gives students tips
on how to find their way around the new middle school. How can such
a variety of writings come from the same topic? It’s because writers can
handle the same subject matter in very different ways.
The way a topic is handled is called its treatment. The writer’s
purpose, or reason for writing, helps determine a work’s treatment. So
does the form the writing takes and the tone, or attitude the writer
expresses about the topic. In order to identify a writer’s treatment, ask
yourself the following questions:
• What form does the writing take? For example, is it a newspaper
column, a personal letter, or a business memo?
• For what purpose(s) is the selection written? Is it written to entertain,
to express ideas and feelings, to inform, or to persuade? If there is
more than one purpose, which is primary?
• What is the writer’s tone, or attitude toward the subject? For example,
the tone of a selection might be described as mocking, optimistic, or
respectful.
In the following selection, the topic is Fortune’s life and legacy. As you
read, identify the author’s treatment of this topic by completing a chart
such as the one begun here.
“Fortune’s Bones”
What form does the writing take?

author notes

For what purpose(s) is the
selection written?
What is the writer’s primary
purpose?
What is the writer’s tone?

652
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Reading for Information

from

Fortune’s

Bones

10

20

F

Notes by Pamela Espeland

Before Fortune was bones in a Connecticut museum, he was a husband,
a father, a baptized Christian, and a slave.
His wife’s name was Dinah. His sons were Africa and Jacob. His daughters
were Mira and Roxa. He was baptized in an Episcopal church, which did not
make him free. His master was Dr. Preserved Porter, a physician who specialized
in setting broken bones.
They lived in Waterbury, Connecticut, in the late 1700s. Dr. Porter had a
75-acre farm, which Fortune probably ran. He planted and harvested corn,
rye, potatoes, onions, apples, buckwheat, oats, and hay. He cared for the cattle
and hogs.
Unlike many slaves, who owned little or nothing and were often separated
from their families, Fortune owned a small house near Dr. Porter’s home.
He and Dinah and their children lived together. a
When Dr. Porter died in 1803, he left an estate that was worth about $7,000—
a lot of money for the time. The estate included Fortune’s widow, Dinah, and
their son Jacob. Fortune had died in 1798.
According to Connecticut’s Act of Gradual Emancipation, children born to
enslaved parents after March 1, 1784, were to be freed when they reached age 21.
Jacob was 18. By law, he could be enslaved for another three years.
In Dr. Porter’s will, he left Dinah to his wife, Lydia. He gave Jacob to his
daughter Hannah. b
No one knows what happened to Africa, Mira, and Roxa.

OCUS
ON FORM
O

You’re
Yo
ou about to read
the notes that
accompany “Not My
Bones” and Marilyn
Nelson’s other poems
about Fortune. These
notes provide facts and
additional information
about Fortune’s life
and his bones.

Play Audio
a

TREATMENT
Based on the number of
facts you have learned
already, what would
you infer is the author’s
purpose for writing
these notes?

b NOTES

What facts about slavery
in the northern United
States do you learn from
these notes?

A sculptor used information about Fortune’s bones to create this reconstruction
of Fortune’s face.

reading for information
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c

TREATMENT

30

How would you describe
the author’s tone as she
talks about Fortune?

Four more generations of Porters became physicians, and the skeleton stayed
in the family. Porter children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren used it
to learn the names of the bones. This was their earliest medical training.
Sally Porter Law McGlannan, the last Porter doctor, remembered playing
with the skeleton as a young girl. . . . Another family member, Leander Law,
once brought part of Fortune’s skeleton to a college physiology class.
At some point—no one knows exactly when—“Larry” was written on the
skull. Fortune’s name was forgotten for nearly a century.

40

d

TREATMENT
Does the author’s tone
remain the same as
she talks about what
happened to Fortune’s
bones? If not, describe
her tone now.

e

50

TREATMENT
Reread lines 60–62.
What impact do these
statements have on you?
Based on their impact,
what would you guess
is another purpose for
writing these author
notes? Explain.

654

Most slaves who died in Waterbury in the 1700s were buried in one of the
town’s cemeteries. When Fortune died, he wasn’t buried. Instead, Dr. Porter
preserved Fortune’s skeleton to further the study of human anatomy.
Dr. Porter had been a bonesetter for many years, but he’d never had a
skeleton to study. He had two sons who were also doctors. They could learn
from the skeleton, too.
Fortune was about 60 at the time of his death and, in spite of his injuries,
in relatively good health. His skeleton was sturdy and complete. . . . c

60

Over the years, the skeleton was lost and found. It was boarded up in an attic,
then discovered by a crew of workers hired to renovate an old building.
In 1933, Sally Porter Law McGlannan gave the bones to the Mattatuck
Museum. The museum sent the bones to Europe to be assembled for display.
The skeleton hung in a glass case in the museum for decades, fascinating
adults and frightening children.
Many stories were invented about the skeleton. Some said that “Larry” was a
Revolutionary War hero—maybe even George Washington. Some said he fell
to his death. Some said he drowned. Some said he was killed trying to escape.
Some thought he had been hanged.
One Waterbury resident remembers, “Larry was the thing to see when you
go to the museum. I don’t think anybody ever envisioned that this was truly
a human being.” d
In 1970, the skeleton, still called “Larry,” was taken out of its case and put into
storage. Times had changed. The museum now believed that displaying the
skeleton was disrespectful. It wasn’t just a bunch of bones. It was the remains
of someone’s son, maybe someone’s father.
The skeleton rested for more than 25 years. Then, in the 1990s, historians
searched local records and found a slave named Fortune. Archaeologists and
anthropologists studied the bones, which started giving up their secrets. The
bones told how Fortune labored, suffered, and died: A quick, sudden injury,
like whiplash, may have snapped a vertebra in his neck. He did not drown or
fall from a cliff. He was not hanged.
But he was free. e
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Reading for Information

After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall Where did Fortune live?
2. Recall Who gave Fortune’s skeleton to the museum? What was her
relationship to Fortune?

READING 9 Analyze works
written on the same topic and
compare how the authors
achieved similar or different
purposes. RC-8(F) Make
intertextual links among and
across texts.

3. Clarify How did the museum learn how Fortune died?

Critical Analysis
4. Identify Treatment Review the chart you completed as you read. In your own
words, describe the author’s treatment of Fortune’s life and legacy.
5. Evaluate Notes Reread “Not My Bones” on pages 648–649. Compare
the understanding of Fortune that you get from this poem with the
understanding of him that you get from the accompanying notes. What
might be the strengths of a book that combines poems with historical notes?

Read for Information: Compare Treatments
writing prompt
In a paragraph, compare and contrast the treatment of Fortune’s life and
legacy on pages 653–654 with Marilyn Nelson’s treatment of the same
subject in her poem “Not My Bones.”
Remember that when you compare and contrast, you identify the ways in which
two or more things are alike and different. To get started,
1. Reread the poem, noting
its form, purpose(s), and
speaker’s tone. You might also
note its overall message or its
impact on you as a reader.
2. Identify the similarities and
differences between the
treatment of Fortune in the
notes and the poem.
3. In a sentence, make a general
statement about these
similarities and differences.
Support your statement
with specific details. Then
draw a conclusion about the
differences you have noticed.

Author Notes

Poem

Form ___________
Purpose(s) ______
________________
Tone ___________

Form ___________
Purpose(s) ______
________________
Tone ___________

Similarities

Differences

• ______________
• ______________
• ______________

• ______________
• ______________
• ______________

General Statement
_________________________
_________________________

reading for information
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Before Reading

Boots of Spanish Leather
Poem by Bob Dylan

from The

Song of Hiawatha

Poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

When do poems
tell a STORY?
READING 4 Draw conclusions
about the structure and elements
of poetry. Compare and contrast
the relationship between the
purpose and characteristics of
different poetic forms. RC-8(E)
Summarize texts in ways that
maintain meaning and logical order.

When you hear the word story, you might think of plots that unfold
in short stories, novels, or movies. But some of the first stories
that people told to each other took on the form of poetry. Ever since,
some writers have used the stanzas, rhythm, and rhyme of poetry
to tell about characters, setting, and conflict. The following two
works are examples of stories told in poetic form.
DISCUSS Think of a poem or song you know that tells a story.
For your group, summarize the story in your own words. How many
of your classmates can guess the original work?

656
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Meet the Authors
Bob Dylan

poetic form: narrative poetry
The two poems that follow are examples of specific types of
narrative poetry, or poetry whose purpose is to tell a story.
• “Boots of Spanish Leather” is a ballad, a narrative poem that
is meant to be sung and focuses on a single tragic event.
• The Song of Hiawatha is an epic, a long narrative poem about
the life of a hero whose actions reflect the values of the group
he or she belongs to.
Like all narrative poems, ballads and epics contain characters,
plot, and setting.

literary analysis: rhythm and meter
One way that poetry differs from prose is the extent to which it
features rhythm and meter. Rhythm is the pattern of stressed
( ) and unstressed ( ) syllables in a line of poetry. Narrative
poetry often has a regular, repeated pattern of rhythm, which is
called meter.
Rhythm and meter create the overall tempo or pace of a
poem. They give poems their musical sound and help poets to
emphasize certain words or phrases. For example, notice the
soothing, regular rhythm in the following lines from The Song of
Hiawatha:
By the shores of Gitche Gumee,
By the shining Big-Sea-Water,
As you read the poems, listen for the way rhythm and meter
create emphasis and add a musical effect.

reading strategy: summarize
When you summarize, you briefly retell the main ideas and
most important details of a piece of writing in your own
words. Summarizing narrative poetry can help you make sure
you understand the characters’ feelings, thoughts, and actions.
As you read each poem, use a graphic organizer like the one
shown to help you summarize each stanza or section.
Stanza/Section

Main Idea

Detail(s)

1

A woman lives in the
forest by the water.

Her name is
Nokomis.

born 1941
A Poet of His Times
In the 1960s, Bob Dylan burst onto the
folk music scene in New York City. He became
famous as the voice of his generation.
But the young man, who was born Robert
Zimmerman in a Minnesota mining town,
was not content to be labeled. He
disappointed many of his early fans
when he began to play rock
music. He confused others
when he left the rock scene
to pursue a religious path.
And all the while, drawing
from both classic literature and
traditional American music,
he wrote lyrics widely
recognized as
important poems.

Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow
1807–1882
American Legend
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow introduced
American landscapes, history, and culture
to a wide readership. The Song of Hiawatha
was one of the first literary works in English
to portray Native Americans respectfully. The
real Hiawatha was a Native American
chief credited with helping to
make peace among warring
tribes. Longfellow’s hero
was a combination of this
historical figure and other
people the poet learned
about through researching
the traditions of various
Native American
groups.

Authors Online
Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

Go to thinkcentral.com. KEYWORD: HML8-657
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Boots of

Spanish
iish
h

Leather
Bob Dylan

Play Audio
Oh, I’m sailin’ away my own true love,
I’m sailin’ away in the morning.
Is there something I can send you from across the sea,
From the place that I’ll be landing?
5

10

15

20

No, there’s nothin’ you can send me, my own true love,
There’s nothin’ I wish to be ownin’.
Just carry yourself back to me unspoiled,
From across that lonesome ocean. a

What is the mood of this
painting? Explain how
the colors contribute to
that mood.

a

Reread the first two
stanzas. What do you
know about the speaker
in the first stanza? Who
is the speaker in the
second?

Oh, but I just thought you might want something fine
Made of silver or of golden,
Either from the mountains of Madrid 1
Or from the coast of Barcelona.2
Oh, but if I had the stars from the darkest night
And the diamonds from the deepest ocean,
I’d forsake3 them all for your sweet kiss,
For that’s all I’m wishin’ to be ownin’. b
That I might be gone a long time
And it’s only that I’m askin’,
Is there something I can send you to remember me by,
To make your time more easy passin’.

NARRATIVE POETRY

b

SUMMARIZE
What is this speaker’s
attitude toward the
offered gift?

1. Madrid (mE-drGd): the capital of Spain, located in the central part
of the country.
2. Barcelona (bärP-sE-lInE): a northeastern Spanish city, located on the
Mediterranean Sea coast.
3. forsake (fôr-sAkP): to give up (something that was formerly precious).
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Oh, how can, how can you ask me again,
It only brings me sorrow.
The same thing I want from you today,
I would want again tomorrow. c
25

30

c

What is the conflict
between the two
speakers, or characters?

I got a letter on a lonesome day,
It was from her ship a-sailin’,
Saying I don’t know when I’ll be comin’ back again,
It depends on how I’m a-feelin’.
Well, if you, my love, must think that-a-way,
I’m sure your mind is roamin’.
I’m sure your heart is not with me,
But with the country to where you’re goin’.
d

35

NARRATIVE POETRY

So take heed, take heed of the western wind,
Take heed of the stormy weather.
And yes, there’s something you can send back to me,
Spanish boots of Spanish leather. d

RHYTHM AND
METER
Reread lines 33–36
aloud. Which words
are emphasized by the
repetition and rhythm?

boots of spanish leather
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the

Song

of Hiawatha
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
Play Audio

5

10

15

20

25

By the shores of Gitche Gumee,
By the shining Big-Sea-Water,
Stood the wigwam of Nokomis,
Daughter of the Moon, Nokomis.
Dark behind it rose the forest,
Rose the black and gloomy pine trees,
Rose the firs with cones upon them;
Bright before it beat the water,
Beat the clear and sunny water,
Beat the shining Big-Sea-Water. e
There the wrinkled old Nokomis
Nursed the little Hiawatha,
Rocked him in his linden1 cradle,
Bedded soft in moss and rushes,
Safely bound with reindeer sinews;
Stilled his fretful wail by saying,
“Hush! the Naked Bear will hear thee!”
Lulled him into slumber, singing,
“Ewa-yea! my little owlet!
Who is this, that lights the wigwam?
With his great eyes lights the wigwam?
Ewa-yea! my little owlet!”
Many things Nokomis taught him
Of the stars that shine in heaven;
Showed him Ishkoodah, the comet,

What is the attitude
of the person in this
painting?

e

NARRATIVE POETRY
What is the setting of
this poem?

1. linden (lGnQdEn): made of wood from a linden tree.
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look for existing illustrations
art by native american
or
photos of landscapes?
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Ishkoodah, with fiery tresses;2
Showed the Death-Dance of the spirits,
Warriors with their plumes and war-clubs,
Flaring far away to northward
In the frosty nights of Winter;
Showed the broad white road in heaven,
Pathway of the ghosts, the shadows,
Running straight across the heavens,
Crowded with the ghosts, the shadows. f
At the door on summer evenings
Sat the little Hiawatha;
Heard the whispering of the pine-trees,
Heard the lapping of the waters,
Sounds of music, words of wonder;
“Minne-wawa!” said the pine-trees,
“Mudway-aushka!” said the water.
Saw the firefly, Wah-wah-taysee,
Flitting through the dusk of evening,
With the twinkle of its candle
Lighting up the brakes3 and bushes,
And he sang the song of children,
Sang the song Nokomis taught him:
“Wah-wah-taysee, little firefly,
Little, flitting, white-fire insect,
Little, dancing, white-fire creature,
Light me with your little candle,
Ere upon my bed I lay me,
Ere in sleep I close my eyelids!” g
Saw the moon rise from the water
Rippling, rounding from the water,
Saw the flecks and shadows on it,
Whispered, “What is that, Nokomis?”
And the good Nokomis answered:
“Once a warrior, very angry,
Seized his grandmother, and threw her
Up into the sky at midnight;
Right against the moon he threw her;
’Tis her body that you see there.”
Saw the rainbow in the heaven,
In the eastern sky, the rainbow,
Whispered, “What is that, Nokomis?”

f

SUMMARIZE
Each new section of this
poem begins with an
indented line. What is the
main idea of this section?
Add it to your chart.

g

RHYTHM AND
METER
Read lines 42–53 aloud,
tapping your pencil to
their rhythm. Is the
rhythm regular?

2. tresses: long locks or ringlets of hair.
3. brakes: areas overgrown with dense bushes; thickets.
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And the good Nokomis answered:
“’Tis the heaven of flowers you see there
All the wildflowers of the forest,
All the lilies of the prairie,
When on earth they fade and perish,
Blossom in that heaven above us.”
When he heard the owls at midnight,
Hooting, laughing in the forest,
“What is that?” he cried in terror,
“What is that,” he said, “Nokomis?”
And the good Nokomis answered:
“That is but the owl and owlet,
Talking in their native language,
Talking, scolding at each other.” h
Then the little Hiawatha
Learned of every bird its language,
Learned their names and all their secrets:
How they built their nests in Summer,
Where they hid themselves in Winter;
Talked with them whene’er he met them,
Called them “Hiawatha’s Chickens.”
Of all beasts he learned the language,
Learned their names and all their secrets:
How the beavers built their lodges,
Where the squirrels hid their acorns,
How the reindeer ran so swiftly,
Why the rabbit was so timid,
Talked with them whene’er he met them,
Called them “Hiawatha’s Brothers.” i
Then Iagoo, the great boaster,
He the marvelous storyteller,
He the traveler and the talker,
He the friend of old Nokomis,
Made a bow for Hiawatha;
From a branch of ash he made it,
From an oak bough made the arrows,
Tipped with flint,4 and winged with feathers
And the cord he made of deerskin.
Then he said to Hiawatha:
“Go, my son, into the forest,
Where the red deer herd together.

h

NARRATIVE POETRY
Nokomis, Hiawatha’s
grandmother, raises him
as her own. What kind
of relationship do the
woman and boy seem
to have?

i

SUMMARIZE
Reread lines 81–95.
What does Hiawatha
learn in this section?

4. flint: a hard, gray or black quartz.

the song of hiawatha
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Kill for us a famous roebuck,
Kill for us a deer with antlers!”
Forth into the forest straightway
All alone walked Hiawatha
Proudly, with his bow and arrows;
And the birds sang round him, o’er him,
“Do not shoot us, Hiawatha!”
Sang the robin, the Opechee,
Sang the bluebird, the Owaissa,
“Do not shoot us, Hiawatha!”
Up the oak tree, close beside him,
Sprang the squirrel, Adjidaumo,
In and out among the branches,
Coughed and chattered from the oak tree,
Laughed, and said between his laughing,
“Do not shoot me, Hiawatha!”
And the rabbit from his pathway
Leaped aside, and at a distance
Sat erect upon his haunches,
Half in fear and half in frolic,
Saying to the little hunter,
“Do not shoot me, Hiawatha!”
But he heeded5 not, nor heard them,
For his thoughts were with the red deer;
On their tracks his eyes were fastened,

What does the painting
suggest about the
relationship between
people and animals?

5. heeded: listened to and considered; paid attention to.
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Leading downward to the river,
To the ford across the river,
And as one in slumber walked he.
Hidden in the alder bushes,
There he waited till the deer came,
Till he saw two antlers lifted,
Saw two eyes look from the thicket,
Saw two nostrils point to the windward,
And a deer came down the pathway,
Flecked with leafy light and shadow.
And his heart within him fluttered,
Trembled like the leaves above him,
Like the birch leaf palpitated,
As the deer came down the pathway. j
Then, upon one knee uprising,
Hiawatha aimed an arrow;
Scarce a twig moved with his motion,
Scarce a leaf was stirred or rustled,
But the wary roebuck started,
Stamped with all his hooves together,
Listened with one foot uplifted,
Leaped as if to meet the arrow;
Ah! the singing, fatal arrow,
Like a wasp it buzzed and stung him!
Dead he lay there in the forest,
By the ford across the river,
Beat his timid heart no longer;
But the heart of Hiawatha
Throbbed and shouted and exulted,6
As he bore the red deer homeward,
And Iagoo and Nokomis
Hailed his coming with applauses.
From the red deer’s hide Nokomis
Made a cloak for Hiawatha,
From the red deer’s flesh Nokomis
Made a banquet to his honor.
All the village came and feasted,
All the guests praised Hiawatha,
Called him Strong-Heart, Soan-ge-taha!
Called him Loon-Heart, Mahn-go-taysee!

TEKS 4

j

RHYTHM AND METER
The meter Longfellow
uses in this poem
is called trochaic
tetrameter. In a trochaic
meter, a stressed
syllable is followed by
an unstressed syllable.
The term tetrameter
means that this pattern
is repeated four times
in each line of poetry.
Reread lines 136–146.
How does the powerful
beat of the trochaic
tetrameter help convey
the suspense of a hunt?

k

k

NARRATIVE POETRY
What conflict does
Hiawatha face? How
is it resolved?

6. exulted (Gg-zOltdP): rejoiced; felt jubilant and triumphant.

the song of hiawatha
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall What does the speaker who is left behind in “Boots of Spanish
Leather” want at the beginning of the poem? at the end?
2. Recall Who raises Hiawatha?
3. Clarify What does the village celebrate at the end of The Song of Hiawatha?

Literary Analysis

READING 4 Draw conclusions
about the structure and elements
of poetry. Compare and contrast the
relationship between the purpose
and characteristics of different poetic
forms. RC-8(E) Summarize texts in
ways that maintain meaning and
logical order.

4. Summarize Poetry Look back at the graphic organizers you made as you
read. Which stanzas or sections contain the most important information?
Summarize each poem in a few sentences.
5. Identify Onomatopoeia When the sound of a word, such as splat, suggests
its meaning, this technique is called onomatopoeia. Find three examples of
onomatopoeia in The Song of Hiawatha.
6. Compare and Contrast Narrative Forms Review the purpose and
characteristics of a ballad and epic described on page 657. Then explain why
“Boots of Spanish Leather” qualifies as a ballad and “The Song of Hiawatha”
qualifies as an epic.
7. Examine Rhythm and Meter Copy lines 31–34 of
The Song of Hiawatha and mark the stressed and
unstressed syllables as in the example on page 657.
What pattern does the rhythm follow? Note whether
the rest of the poem follows the same rhythm or
different ones.
8. Draw Conclusions about an Epic The heroes in epic
poems often represent values important to the culture
they come from. What values does Hiawatha stand for?
Note them on a graphic like the one shown. Also give
examples that support each value.

Example:

Example:

Value:

Value:
Hiawatha

Value:
Example:

Extension and Challenge
9. Literary Criticism In his diary, Longfellow wrote, “I have at length hit upon a
plan for a poem on the American Indians which seems to me the right one,
and the only. It is to weave together their beautiful traditions into a whole. . . .”
Do you think it was a good idea for him to blend different tribal traditions to
create his epic? With a group, discuss the value of this poem.

When do poems tell a STORY?
Did the stories these poems told satisfy you in the same way a good
short story does? Explain your answer, making sure to evaluate elements
such as character development, plot development, and conflict resolution.
666
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Conventions in Writing
grammar in context: Add Suffixes Correctly
When adding suffixes to words that end in y, sometimes you need to
change the spelling of the root word. Follow these guidelines for adding
suffixes correctly.

ORAL AND WRITTEN CONVENTIONS
21 Spell correctly, using various
resources to determine and check
correct spellings.

The letter before the final y is a vowel: Do not change the y when
you add a suffix (joy + -ful = joyful).
The letter before the final y is a consonant: In most cases, change
the y to i (rely + -able = reliable).
The suffix is –ing: Do not change the y, even if the letter before it is a
consonant (satisfy + -ing = satisfying).
If you are unsure of a word’s spelling, check a dictionary.
PRACTICE Spell each of the following words, including the suffix
that is given.
1. employ + -able
2. silly + -ness
3. modify + -ing
4. envy + -able
5. sway + -ing
6. defy + -ance

For more help with suffixes, see page R69 in the Grammar Handbook.

reading-writing connection

YOUR
TURN

Increase your appreciation of “Boots of Spanish Leather” and The
Song of Hiawatha by responding to this prompt. Then use the
revising tip to improve your writing.

writing prompt

revising tip

Extended Response: Write a Short Story

Review your short story.
If you have added any
suffixes to root words
that end in y, make sure
you have spelled them
correctly.

Choose one of these poems and rewrite it as a oneor two-page short story that would appeal to
teenagers today. Change or add details about the
setting, characters, and conflict. Consider using
dialogue to make the events seem real.

Interactive
Revision
Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-667

boots of spanish leather / the song of hiawatha
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Writing
Workshop

Poem
In this unit, you read poems that entertained, expressed feelings, and conveyed
serious themes. To accomplish their purposes, the poets used a variety of poetic
techniques and literary devices, such as figurative language. In this workshop, you
will learn how to use the tools of a poet to craft your own poem.
Complete the workshop activities in yyour Reader/Writer Notebook.

write with a purpose

texas key traits
te

writing prompt

1. focus
f
and coherence

Write a poem in which you express feelings, share a message, or
describe a memorable incident, person, animal, or object.

• establishes the subject and focus
within the first few lines
• maintains focus throughout the
entire poem

Idea Starters
• a sequel to one of the poems in this unit
• an illustration of a familiar motto or proverb
• a scene of breathtaking beauty
• a powerful emotion

the essentials
Here are some common purposes, audiences, and formats for
writing poetry.

purposes

audiences

genres/formats

• to entertain

• classmates and
teacher

• narrative poems

• fans of
performance
poetry

• free verse

• to convey ideas
or emotions
• to create
mental images

• readers of a
poetry Web site
• school
magazine
editors

• lyric poems
• song lyrics
• podcast

2. organization
• groups lines logically into
stanzas or patterns
• uses graphic elements to convey
meaning

3. development of ideas
• uses precise words, figurative
language, and sensory details to
create vivid images
• uses sound devices effectively

4. voice
• appeals to the audience’s senses
and imagination
• uses an appropriate tone

5. conventions
• uses the active voice
• employs effective grammar,
spelling, and usage

Writing
Online
Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-668
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Planning/Prewriting

WRITING 14A Select a genre appropriate for conveying the
intended meaning to an audience, determine appropriate
topics, and develop a controlling idea. 15B Write a poem using
poetic techniques, figurative language, and graphic elements.

Getting Started

choose a subject
Using the Idea Starters on page 668, list possible
subjects for your own poem. Narrow your choices
to two or three. Before making your final choice,
consider what you want to say about each topic.
How might you express it? What speaker, or voice
that talks to the reader, would best convey your
ideas?

what does it look like?
Possible topics for my poem:
• sleep—how it feels to fall asleep and dream;
it reminds me of floating on water and gradually
sinking into it
• winning the track meet—how it felt to break
through the tape and realize I had won; how
I heard the cheers of my family and friends

think about audience and purpose

ask yourself:

Once you have chosen a subject, consider your
purpose. If you are writing a descriptive poem,
your goal is to create a picture with words. If
you are writing a narrative poem, you want your
readers to feel as if they are witnessing the action
firsthand. To accomplish your purpose, think
about your audience. What kinds of details will
draw these readers into the poem and help them
see or feel what you are writing about?

• Who is going to read my poem and why?
• What do I want to communicate through
my poem?
• How do I want the poem to make my
audience feel?

develop figurative language

what does it look like?

Figurative language helps readers see things in new
and original ways. Three common types are
• personification—gives human qualities to an
animal, object, or idea

Drowsiness wrapped him in its arms.

• metaphor—compares two unlike objects by
saying that one thing is the other. An extended
metaphor compares them in several ways.

Sleep was a swift current carrying him
far from shore.

• simile—compares two unlike objects using the
word like or as

He awoke like driftwood tossed onto a beach.

Think about the things you want to describe
for your readers. Then brainstorm interesting
comparisons you could make using figurative
language.

writing workshop
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Planning/Prewriting continued
Getting Started

use sound devices

tips:

Poets use sound devices to emphasize meaning
or create a mood. Along with rhythm, the
pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables
in each line, poets use
• rhyme—the repetition of similar sounds
at the ends of two or more words, such as
awake and mistake
• repetition—repeating a word, phrase, or line
• alliteration—the repetition of consonant
sounds at the beginning of words, such as
sink slowly
• assonance—the repetition of vowel sounds
within words, such as bad cat

• Jot down possible examples of alliteration and
assonance that include words related to your topic.
Try to fit these into your poem when you write
your first draft.
• Identify a word or phrase that expresses a key idea
about your subject. Think about repeating this
word or phrase throughout your poem.
• Consider the feeling you want your poem to
evoke in the audience. Rhyme can produce a
lighthearted, happy mood. More serious poems
might not rely on a regular pattern of rhyme.

experiment with graphic elements

what does it look like?

Poets can use the appearance of a poem to
bring out meaning. When you write your
poem, you may want to position the words in
a way that matches what the poem is saying
or that makes a picture. You can use capital or
lowercase letters, punctuation, and line lengths
to emphasize important ideas or to make the
audience think.
0%%2ß2%6)%7


YOUR
TURN

670

sink into the soundless
deep
of
sleep
(line breaks make me think of falling asleep)

Share with a peer the sound devices you are considering for your poem. Ask him or
her to choose those that are most effective for your subject and purpose.

In your Reader/Writer Notebook, create a two-column chart. Write the ideas that you
want to include in your poem in the first column. In the second column, list words,
details, and figurative language that reflect your ideas. Take a break, and then return
to your chart with fresh eyes. Underline the examples that you want to work into
your poem.

unit 5: poetry
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Writing Workshop
WRITING 14B Develop drafts by choosing an appropriate
organizational strategy and building on ideas to create
a focused, organized, and coherent piece of writing.

Drafting
The following chart shows how to draft a poem in three stages.

Drafting a Successful Poem

the first stage: exploration
• Gather sensory details (details that appeal to the five senses), figurative language, and
other words and phrases that you selected from your chart.
• Decide whether you will use any graphic elements to help convey your meaning.
• Determine the speaker of your poem.

the second stage: shaping
•
•
•
•

Develop an engaging opening that grabs readers’ attention and captures your subject.
Incorporate figurative language and sound devices that bring your subject to life.
Experiment with line and stanza divisions or the shape of your poem.
Create closing lines that bring your poem to a satisfying finish.

the third stage: finishing a first draft
• Read the poem aloud to yourself. Revise passages that sound awkward.
• Put your draft away for a time. Then return to it and work on its shape and sound until
you feel comfortable sharing your first draft with a peer.

grammar in context: active voice
Poets try to control all aspects of language. This means not only choosing the right word,
but also the right form of the word. For example, verbs can have an active or a passive voice.
With the active voice, the subject performs the verb’s action. With the passive voice, the
action is received by the subject. Passive verbs are generally weaker than active verbs, and
because they always include a form of the verb to be, they can make one’s writing wordier.

Voice

Example

active

before the current carries him

passive

before he is carried by the current


YOUR
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Develop a first draft of your poem. Follow the stages outlined in the chart
above. Try to include strong, active verbs to create excitement or to convey a
particular tone.
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Revising
When you revise, you evaluate the content, organization, and style of your poem.
Your goal is to determine if you have achieved your purpose and vividly expressed
your meaning to your audience. The questions, tips, and strategies in this chart
can help you revise and improve your poem.

poem
poem
Ask Yourself

Tips

Revision Strategies

1. Do the opening lines identify
the subject of the poem and
establish its focus?

Underline words that help
identify the poem’s subject
and its speaker.

Add details that express your ideas
about the subject and the feelings of
the speaker.

2. Are sensory details and
figurative language used to
describe the subject?

Underline examples
of sensory details and
figurative language. Circle
weak or vague details
throughout the poem.

Replace weak or vague details with
words and phrases that appeal to the
five senses. Add figurative language
when possible.

3. Are various sound devices
used effectively in the poem?

Highlight examples of
sound devices.

Add sound devices to emphasize
important ideas. Rewrite lines that
have an awkward rhythm or that
sound forced.

4. Does the poem use graphic
elements to convey meaning?

Circle important words
and phrases.

Add line breaks or formatting changes
to emphasize meaning.

5. Does the poem end in a
satisfying way?

Bracket the lines that bring
the poem to a close.

Rewrite your last lines in different
ways. Choose the version that you
like the best.


YOUR
TURN
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0%%2ß2%6)%7 With a peer, go over the chart above. Then review your

poems together. Answer each question in the chart to identify where and
how your poems could be improved. Be sure to take notes on what you
and your partner discuss. Refer to your notes as you revise your poem.
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Writing Workshop
WRITING 14C Revise drafts to ensure
precise words, vivid images, and internal
and external coherence.

analyze a student draft
Read this student’s poem and the comments about it as a model for
revising your own poem.

A Sea of Sleep
by Declan Hunter, Ernie Davis Middle School
1

2

The first lines set up an
extended metaphor in
which Declan compares
sleeping to sinking
under water.

drifting on a sea of fatigue
waves of drowsiness
wash over him
sinking slowly
in the soundless
deep
of
sleep

Declan uses alliteration
of the s sound.

a twitch of a limb, a gasp,
he resurfaces,
but only for an instant
before the current carries him
pulling him under

This stanza builds on
ideas from the first
stanza, so it should have
a similar rhythm and
graphic pattern.

,%!2.ß(/7 Use a Consistent Graphic Pattern In his first stanza, Declan creates a
soothing rhythm to convey the idea that sleep is overtaking the boy. He also shows
the boy sinking into sleep by the staggered position of the words in the last three
lines. The last line of the second stanza returns to this idea, so the rhythm and the
graphic pattern should be similar. In his revision, Declan changed words to get the
rhythm that he wanted. He also changed the line breaks to suggest the pull of sleep.

declan’s revision to stanza

2

before the current carries him
pulling him under
ever

so

gently
under

writing workshop
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analyze a student draft continued

3

4

he settles in a dream-filled place,
far removed from time and space,
familiar people, present and past,
float by in parade, first slow then fast,
speaking words he cannot hear,
although its meaning is quite clear

This stanza introduces
regular rhyme and a
bouncier rhythm. This
rhythm suggests the
busyness of the boy’s
dreams.
Declan could have
incorporated more
figurative language
in the last stanza of
his poem.

drifting on a current deep
beneath the everyday world,
he hears a sound,
an alarm,
he reaches out to
consciousness,
morning,
life.

By having the boy wake
up, Declan brings the
poem to a satisfying
finish.

,%!2.ß(/7 Add Figurative Language In the last stanza, Declan lets his extended
metaphor slip slightly. Throughout the poem, he has compared the boy’s sleep to
swimming or drowning, and the sudden appearance of the alarm seems out of
place. To strengthen these lines, Declan needs to replace the direct description with
figurative language. When he revised his poem, he chose to compare the sound to
sonar that rouses the boy from his very deep sleep.

declan’s revision to stanza

4

drifting on a current deep
beneath the everyday world,
he hears a sound

the surface storms,

a faint ping like sonar

swells into

an alarm,


YOUR
TURN
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Use feedback from your peers and your teacher as well as the two “Learn
How” lessons to revise your poem. Evaluate how well your language
evokes mental pictures in the minds of your readers and develops your
central idea fully.
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Writing Workshop

Editing and Publishing

WRITING 14D–E Edit drafts for grammar, mechanics, and spelling;
revise final draft in response to feedback from peers and teacher;
publish written work for appropriate audiences. ORAL AND WRITTEN
CONVENTIONS 19A Use correctly identified antecedents.

In the editing stage, you examine your poem to make sure it is free
of grammar, spelling, and punctuation errors. You don’t want mistakes
to take away from the effectiveness of your poem.

grammar in context: pronoun-antecedent agreement
Even within a poem that ignores rules of capitalization and punctuation, a
pronoun that doesn’t agree with its antecedent can interrupt the flow and
sense of the work. An antecedent is the noun or pronoun to which a pronoun
refers. Pronouns should always agree with their antecedents in gender,
person, and number.
Declan wrote a first draft, and then he revised.
[The pronoun he agrees in gender with its antecedent, the noun Declan.]

I checked my work and corrected my mistakes.
[The first-person pronoun my agrees with the antecedent I.]

As Declan revised his poem, he discovered a pronoun that did not agree in
number with its antecedent.
speaking words he cannot hear,
their
although its meaning is quite clear
[The antecedent of the pronoun its is the word words. Because the antecedent is plural,
it requires a plural pronoun.]

publish your writing
Share your poem with an audience.
• Perform your poem in a local contest or poetry slam.
• Submit your poem to your school literary magazine or the local newspaper.
• Include your poem in a classroom anthology.
• Present your poem as a podcast.


YOUR
TURN

Correct any errors in your poem by carefully proofreading it. Check the
use of pronoun antecedents. Then publish your final poem where your
audience is likely to see it or hear it.

writing workshop
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Listening &
Speaking
Workshop

Organizing a Poetry Slam
Poems come to life when you read them aloud. A poetry slam is a poetry-reading
competition. Each performer presents a poem in a way that best highlights what
it’s all about.
Complete the workshop
p activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

speak with a purpose

texas key traits
te

prompt

a strong
st
poetry slam . . .

Organize a poetry slam in your
classroom. As a group, decide who
will perform, who will judge, and what
standards will be used for evaluating
performances.

• allows participants to share their poems freely
• uses a clear system of judging
• promotes the enjoyment of poetry as a
performance art
• shows evidence of thoughtful planning and
organization

Plan Your Poetry Slam
LISTENING AND SPEAKING
26A Listen to and interpret a
speaker’s purpose by evaluating
the delivery of the presentation.
28 Participate productively in
discussions, plan agendas with
clear goals and deadlines, set
time limits for speakers, take
notes, and vote on key issues.

Work with your teacher to select a date for your poetry slam. Keep this deadline
in mind as you prepare for the event to make sure you get everything done on
time. These steps will help you plan your poetry slam:
• Choose roles. List the following positions on the board: writer, performer,
judge, scorekeeper, master of ceremonies. Have members of the class or group
volunteer for the role that they would prefer. Remember that those who
perform the poems do not need to have written them. They may choose to
present someone else’s work.
• Delegate responsibilities. Have writers pair up with performers to rehearse.
Judges should meet as a group to create their sets of scorecards, ranging from
0 to 10, and to discuss what they will be looking for in a performance. The
master of ceremonies should write out a short introduction for each performer.
Finally, the scorekeeper should gather the materials he or she needs to average
the participants’ scores during the slam, such as a tally sheet and a calculator.

Listening &
Speaking Online

• Create guidelines. As a group, write guidelines for performers and audience
members. You may decide on issues such as a time limit for performances, the
number of poems that one person can perform, and standards for behavior
and participation by audience members. If there is disagreement about
any particular issue, take a vote on it. Then post your final guidelines in the
classroom before the competition.

Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-676
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Present Your Poetry Slam
performers
To give an effective performance, keep these ideas in mind:
• Choose a poem that you will feel comfortable reading aloud.
• Match your tone with the mood and meaning of the poem.
• Rehearse gestures, facial expressions, movements, and eye contact along with
volume, pace, and tone.
• Memorize as much of the poem as possible so you will be able to “act” the
poem rather than just read it.
• Practice in front of an audience and use the feedback to help you improve.
• Remember to enjoy yourself.

judges
Before you rate each performance, consider these factors:
• Fluency Does the performer recite the poem with familiarity and expression?
• Verbal techniques Is the tone effective for the content of the poem? Is the
meaning clearly conveyed? Can you hear and understand the words easily?
Does the performer vary the expression of his or her voice?
• Nonverbal techniques Do the performer’s gestures and movements bring out
the meaning of the poem? Does the performer maintain eye contact? Do his or
her facial expressions enhance your appreciation of the poem?
• Overall Does the performance move you? Did you enjoy it?
YOUR
OU

TUR
TURN

As a Speaker Prepare your
o r poem for the competition,
competition keeping in mind
the points that will be evaluated. Perform for a partner ahead of time.
Ask for feedback to help improve your presentation.
As a Listener Have a partner perform his or her poem. Evaluate the
delivery of the poem and explain your interpretation of it, based on
both the words and the performer’s nonverbal techniques.
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Texas Assessment Practice
DIRECTIONS Read these poems and answer the questions that follow.

An Indian Summer Day
on the Prairie
by Vachel Lindsay

assess

Taking this practice test
will help you assess your
knowledge of these skills
and determine your
readiness for the Unit Test.

review

IN THE BEGINNING

After you take the practice
test, your teacher can help
you identify any standards
you need to review.

The sun is a huntress young,
The sun is a red, red joy,
The sun is an Indian girl,
Of the tribe of Illinois.
MID-MORNING

READING 2A Determine the
meaning of words derived
from Latin or other linguistic
roots. 4 Make inferences
and draw conclusions about
the structure and elements of
poetry. 8 Understand how an
author’s sensory language creates
imagery in literary text. Explain
the effect of similes and extended
metaphors in literary text.
RC-8(E) Paraphrase texts. ORAL
AND WRITTEN CONVENTIONS
20 Use appropriate punctuation
conventions. 21 Spell correctly.

5

The sun is a smoldering fire,
That creeps through the high gray plain,
And leaves not a bush of cloud
To blossom with flowers of rain.
NOON

10

For more practice, see
Texas Assessment Practice
Workbook.

The Sun is a wounded deer,
That treads pale grass in the skies,
Shaking his golden horns,
Flashing his baleful eyes.
SUNSET

15

Practice
Test
Take it at thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-678
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The sun is an eagle old,
There in the windless west.
Atop of the spirit-cliffs
He builds him a crimson nest.

The Sunf lowers

by Mary Oliver

Come with me
into the field of sunflowers.
Their faces are burnished disks,
Their dry spines
5

10

15

20

creak like ship masts,
their green leaves,
so heavy and many,
fill all day with the sticky
sugars of the sun.
Come with me
to visit the sunflowers,
they are shy
but want to be friends;
they have wonderful stories
of when they were young—
the important weather,
the wandering crows.
Don’t be afraid
To ask them questions!
Their bright faces,
which follow the sun,
will listen, and all
those rows of seeds—
each one a new life!—

25

30

35

hope for a deeper acquaintance;
each of them, though it stands
in a crowd of many,
like a separate universe,
is lonely, the long work
of turning their lives
into a celebration
is not easy. Come
and let us talk with those modest faces,
the simple garments of leaves,
the coarse roots in the earth
so uprightly burning.

GOßON
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Reading Comprehension
Use “An Indian Summer Day on the Prairie”
to answer questions 1–8.
1 In the first stanza, the speaker personifies the
sun as —
A a tribe from Illinois
B three red planets
C a girl who is hunting
D the beginning of the day
2 With each stanza in this poem, the poet
develops —
F one idea in a single sentence
G an unusual appearance on the page
H several images in four sentences
J a list of unrelated ideas in five lines
3 Which is the best paraphrase of lines 5–8?
A The sun’s strong rays set the plain on fire
during midmorning.
B By midmorning, the fiery sun is so hot that
it burns away the rain clouds.
C The sun at noon is so red that it looks like
a fire in the sky.
D The midmorning sun is drying up the
bushes on the plain.
4 The pattern of rhyming words in every stanza
of this poem is —
F abba
H abab
G abcb
J abcc
5 In lines 9–12, the speaker uses an extended
metaphor to compare the sun to —
A a wounded deer
B pale grass
C the noon sky
D golden horns

680

6 In lines 13–16, the eagle building his nest
is a metaphor for the —
F western sky
G setting sun
H wild deer
J prairie hunters
7 Which line from the poem contains an
example of assonance?
A The sun is a huntress young.
B The sun is a smoldering fire.
C And leaves not a bush of cloud
D The sun is an eagle old
8 Which line from the poem contains an
example of alliteration?
F The sun is an Indian girl
G There in the windless west
H Atop of the spirit-cliffs
J The sun is an eagle old
Use “The Sunflowers” to answer questions
9–15.
9 The speaker gives the sunflowers human
qualities in order to —
A create a humorous image
B emphasize human weaknesses
C express a connection with nature
D make the poem more lyrical
10 The speaker asks readers to —
F go along on a visit to the sunflowers
G learn about different parts of a sunflower
H be strong, like sunflowers in the field
J celebrate life, like each seed of a sunflower

Texas Assessment Practice

11 In lines 1–7, the speaker uses a simile to
compare the sound of the sunflower stalks
to the —
A shape of the human face
B sight of burnished disks
C noise made by ship masts
D smell of green leaves
12 Reread lines 18–19. To whom is this
statement directed?
“Don’t be afraid / to ask them questions!”
F Crows
G Readers
H Sun
J Sunflowers
13 In lines 26–29, the speaker uses the phrase
“a separate universe” to emphasize the
sunflower’s —
A isolation
B loyalty
C short life
D weakness
14 Reread lines 29–32. What is the best
paraphrase of these lines?
“the long work / of turning their lives /
into a celebration / is not easy.”
F Water helps sunflower seeds grow.
G Sunflowers are beautiful and useful.
H It takes time for seeds to become
sunflowers.
J Sunflowers can teach us about having fun.

15 Which statement best describes the four-line
stanzas in this poem?
A The pattern of indented lines connects
the ideas from stanza to stanza.
B Each stanza contains a single idea that is
unrelated to the ideas of the other stanzas.
C The stanzas have a simple rhyme scheme
that emphasizes the rhythm of the poem.
D The length of every line follows the same
pattern in each stanza.
Use both selections to answer question 16.
16 To give their descriptions of a bright summer
day a musical quality, both poets use —
F metaphors and similes
G assonance and alliteration
H rhyming lines
J free verse
SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS
Write two or three sentences to answer each
question.
17 Paraphrase the speakers’ invitation in lines
10–17 of “The Sunflowers.”
18 What can you tell about the speaker of
“The Sunflowers” from the statements
made in the poem?
Write a paragraph to answer this question.
19 What do the stanza titles tell you about
“An Indian Summer Day on the Prairie”?
What story is told by the four stanzas
together?

GOßON
681
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Vocabulary
Use your knowledge of context clues and the
explanations of word origins to answer the
following questions.
1 The word qirmiz is the Arabic word for an
insect that is used to produce red dye. What
word in “An Indian Summer Day on the
Prairie” comes from the word qirmiz?
A Crimson
B Golden
C Gun
D Pale
2 The Old English word smorian means
“to smoke.” What word from “An Indian
Summer Day on the Prairie” comes from
the word smorian?
F Flashing
G Shaking
H Smoldering
J Spirit
3 The Old English word bealu means “misery.”
What word from “An Indian Summer Day
on the Prairie” comes from the word bealu?
A Baleful
B Bush
C Wounded
D Young

Use your knowledge of Latin words and
roots to answer the following questions.
5 The Latin word accognoscere means “to know
perfectly.” In “The Sunflowers,” what word
comes from the word accognoscere?
A Acclaim
B Acquaintance
C Celebration
D Visit
6 The Latin word separare means “apart.”
In “The Sunflowers” what word comes
from the word separare?
F Rows
G Separate
H Uprightly
J Wandering
7 The Latin words unus and vertere mean
“one” and “to turn,” respectively. In “The
Sunflowers” what word comes from unus
and vertere?
A Lonely
B Rotating
C Universe
D Wonderful

4 The German word brun means “brown.”
What word from “The Sunflowers” comes
from the word brun?
F Bright
G Burning
H Burnished
J Sunflower

682
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Texas Assessment Practice

Revising and Editing
DIRECTIONS Read this passage and answer the questions that follow.
(1) Last winter I read an article about bringing back the prairie. (2) I told my mom
dad and brother that I wanted to plant a prairie in our backyard. (3) I hoped to plant
yellow foxtail, prairie cordgrass and cattail sedge. (4) My brother offered to build a
pond. (5) I knew he would do an excellent job because he is very relyable. (6) He
wanted big green bullfrogs to visit our backyard! (7) Before we began planting our
small prairie, we became very studyous and read many books about prairies.
(8) We expect to have a joyous, gloryous, and plentiful prairie in our backyard.

1 What is the BEST way to punctuate sentence
2 with commas?
A I told, my mom dad and brother that I
wanted, to plant a prairie in our backyard.
B I told my mom, dad, and brother that I
wanted to plant a prairie in our backyard.
C I told my mom, dad, and brother, that I
wanted to plant a prairie in our backyard.
D I told my mom dad and brother that I
wanted to plant a prairie, in our backyard.

4 What is the BEST way to punctuate sentence
6 with commas?
F He wanted big, green bullfrogs to visit
our backyard!
G He wanted, big green bullfrogs to visit
our backyard!
H He wanted big, green, bullfrogs to visit
our backyard!
J He wanted big green bullfrogs, to visit
our backyard!

2 What is the BEST way to punctuate sentence
3 with commas?
F I hoped to plant yellow foxtail, prairie
cordgrass and cattail, sedge.
G I hoped to plant yellow foxtail prairie
cordgrass and, cattail sedge.
H I hoped to plant, yellow foxtail prairie
cordgrass and cattail sedge.
J I hoped to plant yellow foxtail, prairie
cordgrass, and cattail sedge.

5 What change, if any, should be made in
sentence 7?
A Change planting to plantting
B Change studyous to studious
C Change prairies to prairies’
D Make no change

3 What change, if any, should be made in
sentence 5?
A Change excellent to excelent
B Change relyable to reliable
C Change because to becuase
D Make no change

6 What change, if any, should be made in
sentence 8?
F Change joyous to joious
G Change gloryous to glorious
H Change plentiful to plentyful GOßON
J Make no change
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More
Great Reads

Ideas for Independent Reading
Which questions from Unit 5 made an impression on you?
Continue exploring them with these books.

Does beauty matter?
Uglies

Criss Cross

Margaux with an X

by Scott Westerfeld

by Lynne Rae Perkins

by Ronald Koertge

In the future, all 16-year-olds
have an operation that makes
them “beautiful.” Most of
the younger Uglies can’t wait
until it’s their turn for the
operation, but a girl named
Shay rebels against being the
same as everyone else. Will
her friend Tally help her or
betray her?

Debbie and Hector are
14 years old, and they’d like
their appearance to reflect
the interesting people they
hope they’re becoming. How
will these important changes
happen? It’s not always clear,
but by the end of the summer,
a great deal will be different.

Margaux is dazzlingly
beautiful and very popular.
She’s also miserable. Most
of the boys in school have
crushes on her, but she’s
only interested in Danny.
A shabby-looking outcast,
Danny shares her love of
language and helps her cope
with problems at home.

Can you be rich without money?
Colibrí

The Black Pearl

A Year Down Yonder

by Ann Cameron

by Scott O’Dell

by Richard Peck

Years ago, a fortune teller told
Uncle that Rosa would make
him rich. They have been
traveling through Guatemala
ever since, begging and
cheating people to get money
and food. Now that Rosa is
older, lying to people is harder,
and Uncle is getting impatient.

When Ramon finds the Pearl
of Heaven, everyone comes to
look at it, and his father gives
the pearl to the church. Some
people think the jewel brings
bad luck because it belongs
to the Manta Diable. When
misfortune hits the village,
only Ramon can fix it.

It’s the Depression, and
people are broke. Mary Alice
is sent to live in rural Illinois
with her eccentric Grandma
Dowdell. Grandma has habits,
like “borrowing” the Sheriff’s
boat or Old Man Nyquist’s
apples, which seem to make
life a little easier.

When do you feel most free?
The Upstairs Room
by Johanna Reiss

Get Novel
Wise
Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-684
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Annie is only six when
Hitler comes to power in
Germany and starts making
laws that punish the Jews.
Annie is glad she lives in
Holland so her family is safe,
but as the German army
gets stronger, how long
will Annie’s safety last?

Let Me Play: The Story
of Title IX, the Law That
Changed the Future of
Girls in America
by Karen Blumenthal
Before 1972, many girls
weren’t able join a soccer
team or enter medical school.
Finally, the people fighting
against this injustice won,
and the law was changed.

The Warrior Heir
by Cinda Williams Chima
Every day Jack takes medicine
for his heart condition. One
day he forgets, and it’s the
best day of his life. Suddenly,
he’s faster and stronger. He
finds out he’s really a magical
warrior and his “medicine”
was hiding him from people
who want to kill him.
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